Mental health: facing the challenges, building solutions

The Member States in the WHO European Region met at the WHO European Ministerial Conference on Mental Health in Helsinki in January 2005 to tackle one of the major threats to the well-being of Europeans: the epidemic of psychosocial distress and mental ill health. These countries took mental health from the shadow of stigma and discrimination and brought it to the centre of the public health policy arena. By adopting the Mental Health Declaration and Action Plan for Europe, they set the course for mental health policy for the next 5–10 years.

Member States now face the challenge of acting on the principles of the Declaration and accomplishing the goals in the Action Plan’s 12 areas of work. This book contributes to the achievement of this task by describing the current situation in the Region, presenting the Declaration and Action Plan, offering brief discussions of the areas of work (with examples of initiatives already underway in each) and describing WHO’s plans to assist Member States in improving mental health in the European Region.

The commitments in the Declaration and the Action Plan are based on information and evidence from across the WHO European Region. Together, they form a solid and inspiring foundation on which governments, policy-makers, nongovernmental organizations and other stakeholders, along with WHO, can build solutions to improve the quality of life of all citizens.
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The Member States in the WHO European Region met at the WHO European Ministerial Conference on Mental Health in Helsinki in January 2005 to tackle one of the major threats to the well-being of Europeans: the epidemic of psychosocial distress and mental ill health. Thanks to the long-term investment and work of many actors in many fora, it is now possible to state that mental health no longer belongs to the area of shameful and unspeakable things. Instead, it has been brought to the centre of the public health policy arena.

During the Ministerial Conference, we found strength in each other’s views and experiences, and the road forward is already paved with evidence from individual countries’ success stories. Our common future encompasses investments in mental health promotion and ill health prevention, and in the development of community-based, integrated mental health services for empowered citizens. The Conference illustrated the creative partnerships between researchers, professionals, users, family members and policy-makers that are needed to bring forward this too long neglected field.

The Conference was not an end-point, but the starting point for developing a multitude of mental health actions in a public health framework. The Mental Health Action Plan for Europe is a challenge for all Member States. The work outlined in the Action Plan will need many actors, and I hope that the newly established Finnish WHO Collaborating Centre for Mental Health Promotion, Prevention and Policy Development, hosted by the Finnish National Research and Development Centre for Welfare and Health (STAKES), will be able to provide solid support to WHO in its implementation.

The Government of Finland extends its thanks for a successful Ministerial Conference not only to the WHO Regional Office for Europe but also to the European Commission, the Council of Europe, the Member States that made this turning point possible by supporting the preparations for this meeting and – finally – to all the countries that participated and made a commitment to a new era in mental health.

Liisa Hyssälä,
Minister of Health and Social Services, Finland
Foreword

At the WHO European Ministerial Conference on Mental Health, held in Helsinki in January 2005, the Mental Health Declaration for Europe and the Mental Health Action Plan for Europe were signed and endorsed on behalf of ministers of health of the 52 Member States in the WHO European Region.

The signing symbolizes a strong commitment by governments to work to solve the daunting challenges facing mental health in Europe. Member States, representatives of professional organizations and nongovernmental organizations all demonstrated a powerful and unique commitment to take the action set out in the Declaration and to work together in its spirit. The European values of equality, fairness and solidarity, reflecting both the WHO constitution and its policy for health for all, stand at the heart of the mental health agenda for the next 5–10 years.

The present circumstances motivate all of us for the hard work that lies ahead. Improving mental health is one of the biggest challenges facing every country in the Region, where mental health problems affect at least one in four people at some time in their lives. Although much is known about what works in mental health care and treatment, and how to prevent mental disorders and promote well-being, many people receive little or no treatment or support.

Too often, prejudice and stigma hamper the development of mental health policies, and these are reflected in the lack of respect for the human rights of mentally ill people, the low status of the services provided and the lack of support given to work for mental health. All countries must work with limited resources, but their mental health budgets constitute on average only 5.8% of their total health expenditure, even though mental health problems are responsible for nearly 20% of the burden of disease. Depression alone is responsible for 6.2% of the total burden of disease in the WHO European Region.

Nevertheless, hopeful signs are appearing. Many countries are restructuring their services to reflect the latest learning and experience. Recognition of mental health as a public health priority is growing. The Conference showed that mental health activities no longer exclusively focus on treating and institutionalizing people with severe and enduring mental illness. The Declaration recognizes that policy and services need to address the needs of the population as a whole, groups at risk and people suffering from a wide range of mental health problems. Activities therefore need to be comprehensive and integrated, covering mental health promotion, early intervention in crises, innovative community-based care and policies to achieve social inclusion.
The commitments in the Declaration and the Action Plan are based on information and evidence from across the WHO European Region. Together, they form a solid and inspiring foundation on which governments, policy-makers and nongovernmental organizations, along with WHO, can build solutions to improve the quality of life of all citizens in the European Region. I look forward to the progress that will be made.

Marc Danzon
WHO Regional Director for Europe
1. Mental health in Europe – The context

Countries in the WHO European Region face enormous challenges in working to promote the mental well-being of their populations, to prevent mental health problems in marginalized and vulnerable groups and to treat, care for and support the recovery of people with mental health problems. Mental health has growing priority across the Region, owing to the awareness of both the human and economic costs to society and the suffering of individuals. The WHO European Ministerial Conference on Mental Health, held in Helsinki in January 2005, identified the main issues to be tackled, and viable solutions that can be implemented in all countries, regardless of their stage of mental health development.

This book presents the two main results of the Conference: the Mental Health Declaration and Action Plan for Europe, which were adopted by the Member States in the Region and enshrine their commitment to improve mental health. Then follow 14 briefings on the areas of work in the Action Plan, including examples of successful interventions, and a brief description of the way forward for the mental health programme of the WHO Regional Office for Europe in assisting Member States to reach the ambitious goals they have set for themselves. This chapter, however, describes the current situation in the Region – and the challenge to which countries are responding through the Declaration and Action Plan.

**Burden**

Mental health is currently one of the biggest challenges facing every country in the Region, with mental health problems affecting at least one in four people at some time in their lives. The prevalence of mental health disorders is very high in Europe. Of the 870 million people living in the European Region, at any one time about 100 million people are estimated to suffer from anxiety and depression; over 21 million to suffer from alcohol use disorders; over 7 million from Alzheimer’s disease and other dementias; about 4 million from schizophrenia; 4 million from bipolar affective disorder; and 4 million from panic disorders.

Neuropsychiatric disorders are the second greatest cause of the burden of disease on the Region after cardiovascular diseases. They account for 19.5% of all disability-adjusted life-years (DALYs – years lost to ill health and premature death). Depression alone is the third greatest cause, accounting for 6.2% of all
DALYs. Self-inflicted injuries are the eleventh leading cause of DALYs, accounting for 2.2%. Alzheimer’s disease and other dementias are the fourteenth leading cause of DALYs, accounting for 1.9%. The number of people with these disorders is likely to increase further as the population ages.

Neuropsychiatric disorders also account for over 40% of chronic disease and are the greatest cause of years lived with disability. Depression is the single most important cause. Five of the highest fifteen contributors are mental disorders. In many countries, mental health problems account for 35–45% of absenteeism from work.

One of the most tragic results of mental health problems is suicide. Nine of the ten countries in the world with the highest rates of suicide are in the European Region. The most recent available data show that about 150,000 people, of whom 80% are male, commit suicide every year. Suicide is a leading and hidden cause of death among young adults, second only to traffic accidents among those aged 15–35 years.

Stigma and discrimination
Too often, the widespread stigma attached to mental health problems jeopardizes the development and implementation of mental health policy. Stigma is the main cause of discrimination and exclusion: it affects people’s self-esteem, helps to disrupt their family relationships, and limits their ability to socialize and get housing and jobs. It also contributes to the abuse of human rights in some large institutions.

Mental health promotion
Governments now recognize the importance of mental well-being for all citizens. It is fundamental to the quality of life, enabling people to experience life as meaningful and to be creative and active. Public mental health reinforces lifestyles conducive to mental well-being. Mental health promotion needs to target the whole population, including people with mental health problems and their carers. The development and implementation of effective plans to promote mental health will enhance mental well-being for all.

Prevention of harmful stress and suicide
People in many countries are exposed to harmful stress that leads to an increase in anxiety and depression, alcohol and other substance use disorders, violence and suicidal behaviour. Countries are now aware of the potential benefits of activities to reduce harmful stress and the importance of reducing suicide rates.

The social causes of mental health problems are manifold, ranging from individual causes of distress to issues that affect a whole community or society. They can be induced or reinforced in many different settings, including the home, educational facilities, the workplace and institutions. Marginalized and vulnerable
groups—such as refugees and migrant populations, and people who are unemployed, in or leaving prisons, have different sexual orientations, have disabilities or are already experiencing mental health problems—can be at particular risk.

**Services**

In many instances, care based in the community has been shown to offer a better quality of life and greater satisfaction for service users and their families than traditional hospital care. Across the Region, bed numbers are falling and institutions are being closed down, but the pace of change is uneven. Institutional care still dominates in most parts of the Region. In a quarter of European countries, mental health services are not available in the community. In some countries, over 50% of all patients are treated in large mental hospitals. Indeed, more than two thirds of all mental hospital beds in Europe are in psychiatric hospitals. In some countries, 85% of the money devoted to mental health is spent on maintaining large institutions. In over one third, treatment for severe mental health disorders is not available from family doctors and there are no mental health training programmes for family doctors or other primary health care professionals. One fifth of countries do not make the three essential psychotropic drugs (amitriptyline, chlorpromazine and phenytoin) available in primary health care. One fifth also do not have a therapeutic drug policy or an essential drug list.

The quality of care depends heavily on the quality of the workforce. The significant variations between countries in the number of mental health professionals arouses concern:

- the number of psychiatrists ranges from 1.8 to 25 per 100 000 population;
- the number of psychiatric nurses ranges from 3 to 104 per 100 000 population;
- the number of psychologists ranges from 0.1 to 96 per 100 000 population.

**Treatment gap**

A vast gap exists between the need for treatment and the services available. In a European Union survey published in 2003, 90% of people who said they had mental health problems reported they had received no care or treatment in the previous 12 months. Only 2.5% of them had seen a psychiatrist or psychologist. Even in developed countries with well-organized health care systems, between 44% and 70% of patients with mental health disorders do not receive treatment. For example, in western Europe alone, evidence indicates that about 45% of people suffering from depression get no treatment.

**Cost and financing**

Mental health disorders cost national economies billions of dollars in terms of expenditure and loss of productivity. Human and economic costs also fall on
people with mental health disorders and their families, whose lives can be severely
affected.

All countries in the European Region must work with limited resources, but
their mental health budgets constitute on average only 5.8% of their total health
expenditure, while ranging from about 0.1% to 12%. A large proportion of these
budgets is allocated to services, and only negligible amounts invested in promo-
tion and prevention.

**Empowerment**
Empowerment and advocacy are important mechanisms to address these issues.
Poor advocacy and a lack of financial support for service users' and carers' organi-
zations hinder the design and implementation of policies and activities that are
sensitive to their needs and wishes. The absence of the voices of users and carers
from the process reflects the stigma of mental health problems, and can reinforce
negative attitudes.

These are the challenges that the WHO European Region is facing in mental
health. The Mental Health Declaration for Europe (see pp. 9–15) and the Mental
Health Action Plan for Europe (see pp. 17–30), both endorsed at the Confer-
ence, are a signal that gives hope to service users, carers and families – to everyone
working for better mental health in Europe.
2. Main issues and challenges

Introduction
On 12–15 January 2005, delegations from the 52 Member States in the WHO European Region gathered in Helsinki, Finland for the first WHO European Ministerial Conference on Mental Health, organized by the WHO Regional Office for Europe and hosted by the Finnish Ministry of Social Affairs and Health. Ministers and other high-level decision-makers met to make decisions about future policies on mental health across the Region. The delegations also included medical and technical experts, and representatives of service users’ groups. The ministers agreed on a Mental Health Declaration and Action Plan for Europe, which will drive policy on mental health in the Region for at least the next five years.

The Conference proved to be an historic moment in the history of mental health policy in Europe, following many years of painstaking work. It was remarkable, too, for the overwhelming endorsement by Member States of the Declaration and Action Plan.

Countries in the European Region face a considerable challenge. Poor mental health affects one in four people at some time in life. As a major source of lost productivity across the Region, it also has high economic costs. Action is needed, not just from individuals, but from society as a whole, especially when the public remains prejudiced against people with mental health problems, and stigma impedes progress.

Reaching agreement is one thing; delivering on the commitments made and reaching the goals set are another. The Declaration and the Action Plan demand nothing less than a paradigm shift in the nature and delivery of mental health policy and services across the European Region. This will be easier for some countries than for others, but the Conference demonstrated that everyone has signed up for the journey – Member States, nongovernmental organizations and WHO – no matter its length. All European Member States now share the principles and priorities that will underlie future mental health policy and all have agreed on the direction of travel to act on them.

The Conference marked the end of the beginning – a vital first step. This chapter focuses on some of the challenges that lie ahead.

Health
Considerable emphasis was given throughout the Conference to the need to rebalance mental health policy to give a higher priority to promotion and, where
possible, prevention. Like public health policy more generally, mental health suffers from the emphasis given to acute, hospital-based care, which continues to receive most of the resources and attention. Of course, treatment is essential and gaps remain throughout the European Region. Nevertheless, treatment on its own is not the answer, since its benefits are often marginal and any treatment entails risk. Treatment can also lead to the medicalization of social problems.

The Conference participants (Annex 1) did not seek to divert resources from hard-pressed acute care services, but made the importance of evidence-based policy that promotes mental health a central theme of the Conference and of the Declaration.

Ensuring success will require determination and political commitment. Many countries can testify to the production of many worthy, attractive-looking public health policy statements over the years that failed to be implemented. Now that countries have declared their commitment to the Declaration and the Action Plan, delivery needs to follow.

**Empowerment**

Conference participants heard a great deal about the notion of empowering service users and their families and friends. Complex issues are involved, but making rhetoric into reality remains the challenge.

The notion of empowerment receives a great deal of lip service, but deep-seated issues of power and professional status are at stake and should not be ignored. Bringing service users and their families into hitherto closed decision-making practices and arenas can be threatening for professionals and disempowering for the users and families. The process should be transparent and designed to benefit everyone concerned. The users of mental health services are experts about their conditions and states of health. It is only right that they become co-producers of their health alongside professionals, and equal partners in that endeavour.

At the strategic and managerial levels, users and their carers help to shape policies and services. There is a long way to go before this becomes accepted routine practice. Successful initiatives were cited throughout the Conference, are mentioned in the body of this book and now need to become part of mainstream mental health policy and practice.

**Innovation and solidarity**

No single model of care is perfect, although some are clearly more attractive and effective than others. Different countries have different models to offer, and they should embrace diversity as an advantage. Countries should be open to and invest in innovation and change, and search for new ways to tackle familiar problems. Countries have expressed their wish to exchange information and models of good practice, and to provide active support to those that lack the requisite expertise.
Knowledge

There is a need for better information about developments in the Region and for comparative data on European countries where appropriate. Collecting them may be a task for public health observatories, for which a European movement now exists. More research is not needed to describe the problems – there is already an abundance of this. More research is urgently needed, however, to evaluate interventions for their cost–effectiveness and to identify what works.

Nevertheless, there is also a need to apply the considerable knowledge that already exists. While gaps in knowledge will always occur and need to be filled, they should not become an excuse for inaction. Action can be taken on the basis of “good enough” information about what works, rather than waiting for perfect data to appear. Much is known already; the greater problem is often a failure to act on that knowledge.

Learning

The need for and importance of learning within and more particularly between countries in the Region was stressed at the Conference several times. WHO is well-placed and -equipped to undertake the task of education and to help countries transform knowledge into action.

For example, research and development often focus too much on research at the expense of development. A European strategy is needed on the dissemination of knowledge and the development of evidence-based mental health care. Part of this should entail more investment in learning opportunities as a central component of development. Mental health services need to become learning organizations, open to new ideas and new ways of delivering care and support. The Region is rich in its diversity, and much can be learned from the various practices and models of care followed.

Intersectoral policy and practice

Health ministries are behind the Declaration and Action Plan, but other government ministries need to lend their support if change is to occur. Finance ministries and those dealing with housing, education, social care and employment all need to become as committed as the health ministries. Indeed, they may sometimes be more important in bringing about change.

Health ministers have a key role to play in influencing the agendas of other ministries, and in raising their awareness of the importance of the Declaration and Action Plan. This will require a vigorous struggle against the compartmentalized thinking that is the scourge of all governments and other large organizations. Cooperative work must also extend to the voluntary and private sectors.

Sustainability

In adopting the Declaration and Action Plan, countries have pledged to maintain their commitment beyond the duration of the Conference. Creating policies and
services that promote mental health, prevent ill health and provide treatment and recovery care will be a long haul, not a quick sprint. Although ministers and governments in countries will change, political commitment to the Declaration and Action Plan must be sustained if their goals are to be achieved.

**Implementation**

Implementation is the final and most important challenge. Indeed, it covers all the other points mentioned. For implementation to occur, countries must translate the Declaration and the Action Plan into achievable policy objectives within their respective systems, and build in monitoring and evaluation from the start, to show what progress has been made or what obstacles hinder it. Important first tasks for countries will include customizing implementation to their particular circumstances and pacing it to match the resources available.

Setting ambitious but achievable goals, and ensuring that leadership and management skills are in place and that the workforce can play its part are vital tasks. It is encouraging that several countries have offered their assistance with such practical issues, so that countries that lack appropriate infrastructure can be supported in filling this need.

**Conclusion**

The key themes mentioned here are the critical issues that emerged from discussions during the Conference. There is no room for complacency. It is time to move from words to action, and the Declaration and the Action Plan provide the vehicle for doing so, at a pace that is agreed by and is realistic for each country.
3. Mental Health Declaration for Europe

Preamble

1. We, the Ministers of Health of Member States in the European Region of the World Health Organization (WHO), in the presence of the European Commissioner for Health and Consumer Protection, together with the WHO Regional Director for Europe, meeting at the WHO Ministerial Conference on Mental Health, held in Helsinki from 12 to 15 January 2005, acknowledge that mental health and mental well-being are fundamental to the quality of life and productivity of individuals, families, communities and nations, enabling people to experience life as meaningful and to be creative and active citizens. We believe that the primary aim of mental health activity is to enhance people’s well-being and functioning by focusing on their strengths and resources, reinforcing resilience and enhancing protective external factors.

2. We recognize that the promotion of mental health and the prevention, treatment, care and rehabilitation of mental health problems are a priority for WHO and its Member States, the European Union (EU) and the Council of Europe, as expressed in resolutions by the World Health Assembly and the WHO Executive Board, the WHO Regional Committee for Europe and the Council of the European Union. These resolutions urge Member States, WHO, the EU and the Council of Europe to take action to relieve the burden of mental health problems and to improve mental well-being.

3. We recall our commitment to resolution EUR/RC51/R5 on the Athens Declaration on Mental Health, Man-made Disasters, Stigma and Community Care and to resolution EUR/RC53/R4 adopted by the WHO Regional Committee for Europe in September 2003, expressing concern that the disease burden from mental disorders in Europe is not diminishing and that many people with mental health problems do not receive the treatment and care they need, despite the development of effective interventions. The Regional Committee requested the Regional Director to:
   - give high priority to mental health issues when implementing activities concerning the update of the Health for All policy;
   - arrange a ministerial conference on mental health in Europe in Helsinki in January 2005.
4. We note resolutions that support an action programme on mental health. Resolution EB109.R8, adopted by the WHO Executive Board in January 2002, supported by World Health Assembly resolution WHA55.10 in May 2002, calls on WHO Member States to:

- adopt the recommendations contained in The world health report 2001;
- establish mental health policies, programmes and legislation based on current knowledge and considerations regarding human rights, in consultation with all stakeholders in mental health;
- increase investment in mental health, both within countries and in bilateral and multilateral cooperation, as an integral component of the well-being of populations.

5. Resolutions of the Council of the European Union, recommendations of the Council of Europe and WHO resolutions dating back to 1975 recognize the important role of mental health promotion and the damaging association between mental health problems and social marginalization, unemployment, homelessness and alcohol and other substance use disorders. We accept the importance of the provisions of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, of the European Convention for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment and of the European Social Charter, as well as the Council of Europe’s commitment to the protection and promotion of mental health, which has been developed through the Declaration of its Ministerial Conference on Mental Health in the Future (Stockholm, 1985) and through its other recommendations adopted in this field, in particular Recommendation R(90)22 on protection of the mental health of certain vulnerable groups in society and Recommendation Rec(2004)10 concerning the protection of the human rights and dignity of persons with mental disorder.

**Scope**

6. We note that many aspects of mental health policy and services are experiencing a transformation across the European Region. Policy and services are striving to achieve social inclusion and equity, taking a comprehensive view of the balance between the needs and benefits of diverse mental health activities aimed at the population as a whole, groups at risk and people with mental health problems. Services are being provided in a wide range of community-based settings and no longer exclusively in isolated and large institutions. We believe that this is the right and necessary direction. We welcome the fact that policy and practice on mental health now cover:

i. the promotion of mental well-being;
ii. the tackling of stigma, discrimination and social exclusion;
iii. the prevention of mental health problems;
iv. care for people with mental health problems, providing comprehensive and effective services and interventions, offering service users and carers\(^1\) involvement and choice;
v. the recovery and inclusion into society of those who have experienced serious mental health problems.

**Priorities**

7. We need to build on the platform of reform and modernization in the WHO European Region, learn from our shared experiences and be aware of the unique characteristics of individual countries. We believe that the main priorities for the next decade are to:

i. foster awareness of the importance of mental well-being;
ii. collectively tackle stigma, discrimination and inequality, and empower and support people with mental health problems and their families to be actively engaged in this process;
iii. design and implement comprehensive, integrated and efficient mental health systems that cover promotion, prevention, treatment and rehabilitation, care and recovery;
iv. address the need for a competent workforce, effective in all these areas;
v. recognize the experience and knowledge of service users and carers as an important basis for planning and developing mental health services.

**Actions**

8. We endorse the statement that there is no health without mental health. Mental health is central to the human, social and economic capital of nations and should therefore be considered as an integral and essential part of other public policy areas such as human rights, social care, education and employment. Therefore we, ministers responsible for health, commit ourselves, subject to national constitutional structures and responsibilities, to recognizing the need for comprehensive evidence-based mental health policies and to considering ways and means of developing, implementing and reinforcing such policies in our countries. These policies, aimed at achieving mental well-being and social inclusion of people with mental health problems, require actions in the following areas:

i. promote the mental well-being of the population as a whole by measures that aim to create awareness and positive change for individuals and families, communities and civil society, educational and working environments, and governments and national agencies;

\(^1\)The term "carer" is used here to describe a family member, friend or other informal caregiver.
ii. consider the potential impact of all public policies on mental health, with particular attention to vulnerable groups, demonstrating the centrality of mental health in building a healthy, inclusive and productive society;

iii. tackle stigma and discrimination, ensure the protection of human rights and dignity and implement the necessary legislation in order to empower people at risk or suffering from mental health problems and disabilities to participate fully and equally in society;

iv. offer targeted support and interventions sensitive to the life stages of people at risk, particularly the parenting and education of children and young people and the care of older people;

v. develop and implement measures to reduce the preventable causes of mental health problems, comorbidity and suicide;

vi. build up the capacity and ability of general practitioners and primary care services, networking with specialized medical and non-medical care, to offer effective access, identification and treatments to people with mental health problems;

vii. offer people with severe mental health problems effective and comprehensive care and treatment in a range of settings and in a manner which respects their personal preferences and protects them from neglect and abuse;

viii. establish partnership, coordination and leadership across regions, countries, sectors and agencies that have an influence on the mental health and social inclusion of individuals and families, groups and communities;

ix. design recruitment and education and training programmes to create a sufficient and competent multidisciplinary workforce;

x. assess the mental health status and needs of the population, specific groups and individuals in a manner that allows comparison nationally and internationally;

xi. provide fair and adequate financial resources to deliver these aims;

xii. initiate research and support evaluation and dissemination of the above actions.

9. We recognize the importance and the urgency of facing the challenges and building solutions based on evidence. We therefore endorse the Mental Health Action Plan for Europe and support its implementation across the WHO European Region, each country adapting the points appropriate to its needs and resources. We are also committed to showing solidarity across the Region and to sharing knowledge, best practice and expertise.

Responsibilities

10. We, the Ministers of Health of the Member States in the WHO European Region, commit ourselves to supporting the implementation of the following
measures, in accordance with each country’s constitutional structures and policies and national and subnational needs, circumstances and resources:

i. enforce mental health policy and legislation that set standards for mental health activities and uphold human rights;

ii. coordinate responsibility for the formulation, dissemination and implementation of policies and legislation relevant to mental health within government;

iii. assess the public mental health impact of government action;

iv. eliminate stigma and discrimination and enhance inclusion by increasing public awareness and empowering people at risk;

v. offer people with mental health problems choice and involvement in their own care, sensitive to their needs and culture;

vi. review and if necessary introduce equal opportunity or anti-discrimination legislation;

vii. promote mental health in education and employment, communities and other relevant settings by increasing collaboration between agencies responsible for health and other relevant sectors;

viii. prevent risk factors where they occur, for instance, by supporting the development of working environments conducive to mental health and creating incentives for the provision of support at work or the earliest return for those who have recovered from mental health problems;

ix. address suicide prevention and the causes of harmful stress, violence, depression, anxiety and alcohol and other substance use disorders;

x. recognize and enhance the central role of primary health care and general practitioners and strengthen their capacity to take on responsibility for mental health;

xi. develop community-based services to replace care in large institutions for those with severe mental health problems;

xii. enforce measures that end inhumane and degrading care;

xiii. enhance partnerships between agencies responsible for care and support such as health, benefits, housing, education and employment;

xiv. include mental health in the curricula of all health professionals and design continuous professional education and training programmes for the mental health workforce;

xv. encourage the development of specialized expertise within the mental health workforce, to address the specific needs of groups such as children, young people, older people and those with long-term and severe mental health problems;

xvi. provide sufficient resources for mental health, considering the burden of disease, and make investment in mental health an identifiable part of overall health expenditure, in order to achieve parity with investments in other areas of health;
xvii. develop surveillance of positive mental well-being and mental health problems, including risk factors and help-seeking behaviour, and monitor implementation;

xviii. commission research when and where knowledge or technology is insufficient and disseminate findings.

11. We will support nongovernmental organizations active in the mental health field and stimulate the creation of nongovernmental and service user organizations. We particularly welcome organizations active in:

i. organizing users who are engaged in developing their own activities, including the setting up and running of self-help groups and training in recovery competencies;

ii. empowering vulnerable and marginalized people and advocating their case;

iii. providing community-based services involving users;

iv. developing the caring and coping skills and competencies of families and carers, and their active involvement in care programmes;

v. setting up schemes to improve parenting, education and tolerance and to tackle alcohol and other substance use disorders, violence and crime;

vi. developing local services that target the needs of marginalized groups;

vii. running help lines and Internet counselling for people in crisis situations, suffering from violence or at risk of suicide;

viii. creating employment opportunities for disabled people.

12. We call upon the European Commission and the Council of Europe to support the implementation of this WHO Mental Health Declaration for Europe on the basis of their respective competences.

13. We request the WHO Regional Director for Europe to take action in the following areas:

(a) partnership:

i. encourage cooperation in this area with intergovernmental organizations, including the European Commission and the Council of Europe;

(b) health information:

i. support Member States in the development of mental health surveillance;

ii. produce comparative data on the state and progress of mental health and mental health services in Member States;

(c) research:

i. establish a network of mental health collaborating centres that offer opportunities for international partnerships, good quality research and the exchange of researchers;
ii. produce and disseminate the best available evidence on good practice, taking into account the ethical aspects of mental health;

(d) policy and service development:
   i. support governments by providing expertise to underpin mental health reform through effective mental health policies that include legislation, service design, promotion of mental health and prevention of mental health problems;
   ii. offer assistance with setting up “train the trainer” programmes;
   iii. initiate exchange schemes for innovators;
   iv. assist with the formulation of research policies and questions;
   v. encourage change agents by setting up a network of national leaders of reform and key civil servants;

(e) advocacy:
   i. inform and monitor policies and activities that will promote the human rights and inclusion of people with mental health problems and reduce stigma and discrimination against them;
   ii. empower users, carers and nongovernmental organizations with information and coordinate activities across countries;
   iii. support Member States in developing an information base to help empower the users of mental health services;
   iv. facilitate international exchanges of experience by key regional and local nongovernmental organizations;
   v. provide the media, nongovernmental organizations and other interested groups and individuals with objective and constructive information.

14. We request the WHO Regional Office for Europe to take the necessary steps to ensure that mental health policy development and implementation are fully supported and that adequate priority and resources are given to activities and programmes to fulfil the requirements of this Declaration.

15. We commit ourselves to reporting back to WHO on the progress of implementation of this Declaration in our countries at an intergovernmental meeting to be held before 2010.

Minister of Health and Social Services of Finland

WHO Regional Director for Europe
4. Mental Health Action Plan for Europe

This Action Plan is endorsed in the Mental Health Declaration for Europe by ministers of health of the Member States in the WHO European Region. They support its implementation in accordance with each country’s needs and resources.

The challenges over the next five to ten years are to develop, implement and evaluate policies and legislation that will deliver mental health activities capable of improving the well-being of the whole population, preventing mental health problems and enhancing the inclusion and functioning of people experiencing mental health problems. The priorities for the next decade are to:

i. foster awareness of the importance of mental well-being;
ii. collectively tackle stigma, discrimination and inequality, and empower and support people with mental health problems and their families to be actively engaged in this process;
iii. design and implement comprehensive, integrated and efficient mental health systems that cover promotion, prevention, treatment and rehabilitation, care and recovery;
iv. address the need for a competent workforce, effective in all these areas;
v. recognize the experience and knowledge of service users and carers as an important basis for planning and developing services.

This Action Plan proposes ways and means of developing, implementing and reinforcing comprehensive mental health policies in the countries of the WHO European Region, requiring action in the 12 areas as set out below. Countries will reflect these policies in their own mental health strategies and plans, to determine what will be delivered over the next five and ten years.

1. Promote mental well-being for all

**Challenge**

Mental health and well-being are fundamental to quality of life, enabling people to experience life as meaningful and to be creative and active citizens. Mental health is

---

2 The term “carer” is used here to describe a family member, friend or other informal caregiver.
an essential component of social cohesion, productivity and peace and stability in the living environment, contributing to social capital and economic development in societies. Public mental health and lifestyles conducive to mental well-being are crucial to achieving this aim. Mental health promotion increases the quality of life and mental well-being of the whole population, including people with mental health problems and their carers. The development and implementation of effective plans to promote mental health will enhance mental well-being for all.

**Actions to consider**

i. Develop comprehensive strategies for mental health promotion within the context of mental health, public health and other public policies that address the promotion of mental health across the lifespan.

ii. Adopt promotion of mental health as a long-term investment and develop education and information programmes with a long time frame.

iii. Develop and offer effective programmes for parenting support and education, starting during pregnancy.

iv. Develop and offer evidence-based programmes that foster skills, provide information and focus on resilience, emotional intelligence and psychosocial functioning in children and young people.

v. Improve access to healthy diets and physical activity for older people.

vi. Promote community-based multilevel interventions involving public awareness campaigns, primary care staff and community facilitators such as teachers, clergy and the media.

vii. Integrate mental health promotion components into existing generic health promotion and public health policies and programmes, such as those supported by WHO health promoting networks.

viii. Encourage the consumption of healthy products and reduce the intake of harmful products.

ix. Create healthy workplaces by introducing measures such as exercise, changes to work patterns, sensible hours and healthy management styles.

x. Offer effective mental health promotion activities to groups at risk such as people with enduring mental or physical health problems and carers.

xi. Identify clear mechanisms for empowering the population to take responsibility for health promotion and disease prevention targets, for example by heightening public awareness of the importance of life choices.

### 2. Demonstrate the centrality of mental health

**Challenge**

Mental health is central to building a healthy, inclusive and productive society. Sound and integrated public policies, such as those on labour, urban planning and
socioeconomic issues, also have a positive impact on mental health and reduce the risk of mental health problems. The mental health implications of all public policy, and particularly its potential impact on groups at risk, therefore need to be considered. Mental health policy requires intersectoral linkages and should incorporate multisectoral and multidisciplinary approaches.

**Actions to consider**

i. Make mental health an inseparable part of public health.

ii. Incorporate a mental health perspective and relevant actions into new and existing national policies and legislation.

iii. Include mental health in programmes dealing with occupational health and safety.

iv. Assess the potential impact of any new policy on the mental well-being of the population before its introduction and evaluate its results afterwards.

v. Give special consideration to the relative impact of policies on people already suffering from mental health problems and those at risk.

### 3. Tackle stigma and discrimination

**Challenge**

Mental health policy development and implementation must not be jeopardized by the widespread stigma attached to mental health problems that leads to discrimination. In many instances, people with mental health problems suffer from a lack of equal opportunities because of such discrimination. Human rights and respect for people with mental health problems must be protected. Empowerment is a crucial step towards meeting these objectives, as it enhances integration and social inclusion. The lack of empowerment of service users’ and carers’ organizations and poor advocacy hinder the design and implementation of policies and activities that are sensitive to their needs and wishes. The exclusion experienced by mental health service users, whether in asylums and institutions or in the community, needs to be tackled in a variety of ways.

**Actions to consider**

i. Instigate activities to counter stigma and discrimination, emphasizing the ubiquity of mental health problems, their general good prognosis and treatability, and the fact that they are rarely associated with violence.

ii. Introduce or scrutinize disability rights legislation to ensure that it covers mental health equally and equitably.

iii. Develop and implement national, sectoral and enterprise policies to eliminate stigma and discrimination in employment practices associated with mental health problems.
iv. Stimulate community involvement in local mental health programmes by supporting initiatives of nongovernmental organizations.

v. Develop a coherent programme of policy and legislation to address stigma and discrimination, incorporating international and regional human rights standards.

vi. Establish constructive dialogue with the media and systematically provide them with information.

vii. Set standards for representation of users and their carers on committees and groups responsible for planning, delivery, review and inspection of mental health activities.

viii. Stimulate the creation and development of local and national nongovernmental and service-user-run organizations representing people with mental health problems, their carers and the communities they live in.

ix. Encourage the integration of children and young people with mental health problems and disabilities in the regular educational and vocational training system.

x. Establish vocational training for people suffering from mental health problems and support the adaptation of workplaces and working practices to their special needs, with the aim of securing their entry into competitive employment.

4. Promote activities sensitive to vulnerable life stages

Challenge

Infants, children and young people, and older people are particularly at risk from social, psychological, biological and environmental factors. Given their vulnerability and needs, young and older people should be a high priority for activities related to the promotion of mental health and the prevention and care of mental health problems. However, many countries have inadequate capacity in this area, and services and staff are often poorly prepared to deal with developmental and age-related problems. In particular, disorders in childhood can be important precursors of adult mental disorders. Supporting the mental health of children and adolescents should be seen as a strategic investment that creates many long-term benefits for individuals, societies and health systems.

Actions to consider

i. Ensure that policies on mental health include as priorities the mental health and well-being of children and adolescents and of older people.

ii. Incorporate the international rights of children and adolescents and of older people into mental health legislation.

iii. Involve young people and older people as much as possible in the decision-making process.
iv. Pay special attention to marginalized groups, including children and older people from migrant families.
v. Develop mental health services sensitive to the needs of young and older people, operated in close collaboration with families, schools, day-care centres, neighbours, extended families and friends.
vi. Promote the development of community centres for older people to increase social support and access to interventions.
vii. Ensure that age- and gender-sensitive mental health services are provided by both primary care and specialized health and social care services and operate as integrated networks.
viii. Restrict institutional approaches for the care of children and adolescents and older people that engender social exclusion and neglect.
ix. Improve the quality of dedicated mental health services by establishing or improving the capacity for specialized interventions and care in childhood and adolescence and old age, and by training and employing adequate numbers of specialists.
x. Improve coordination between organizations involved in alcohol and drugs programmes and children’s and adolescents’ health and mental health at the national and international levels, as well as collaboration between their respective networks.
xii. Ensure parity of funding in relation to comparable health services.

5. Prevent mental health problems and suicide

Challenge
People in many countries are exposed to harmful stress-inducing societal changes that affect social cohesion, safety and employment and lead to an increase in anxiety and depression, alcohol and other substance use disorders, violence and suicidal behaviour. The social precipitants of mental health problems are manifold and can range from individual causes of distress to issues that affect a whole community or society. They can be induced or reinforced in many different settings, including the home, educational facilities, the workplace and institutions. Marginalized and vulnerable groups, such as refugees and migrant populations, the unemployed, people in or leaving prisons, people with different sexual orientations, people with physical and sensorial disabilities and people already experiencing mental health problems, can be particularly at risk.

Actions to consider
i. Increase awareness of the prevalence, symptoms and treatability of harmful stress, anxiety, depression and schizophrenia.
ii. Target groups at risk, offering prevention programmes for depression, anxiety, harmful stress, suicide and other risk areas, developed on the basis of their specific needs and sensitive to their background and culture.

iii. Establish self-help groups, telephone help-lines and web sites to reduce suicide, particularly targeting high-risk groups.

iv. Establish policies that reduce the availability of the means to commit suicide.

v. Introduce routine assessment of the mental health of new mothers by obstetricians and health visitors and provide interventions where necessary.

vi. For families at risk, provide home-based educational interventions to help proactively to improve parenting skills, health behaviour and interaction between parents and children.

vii. Set up in partnership with other ministers evidence-based education programmes addressing suicide, depression, alcohol and other substance use disorders for young people at schools and universities and involve role models and young people in the making of campaigns.

viii. Support the implementation of community development programmes in high-risk areas and empower nongovernmental agencies, especially those representing marginalized groups.

ix. Ensure adequate professional support and services for people encountering major crises and violence, including war, natural disasters and terrorist attacks in order to prevent post-traumatic stress disorder.

x. Increase awareness among staff employed in health care and related sectors of their own attitudes and prejudices towards suicide and mental health problems.

xi. Monitor work-related mental health through the development of appropriate indicators and instruments.

xii. Develop the capacities for protection and promotion of mental health at work through risk assessment and management of stress and psychosocial factors, training of personnel, and awareness raising.

xiii. Involve mainstream agencies responsible for employment, housing and education in the development and delivery of prevention programmes.

6. Ensure access to good primary care for mental health problems

Challenge

For many countries in the European Region, general practitioners (GPs) and other primary care staff are the initial and main source of help for common mental health problems. However, mental health problems often remain undetected in people attending GPs or primary care services and treatment is not always
adequate when they are identified. Many people with mental health problems, particularly those who are vulnerable or marginalized, experience difficulties in accessing and remaining in contact with services. GPs and primary care services need to develop capacity and competence to detect and treat people with mental health problems in the community, supported as required as part of a network with specialist mental health services.

**Actions to consider**

i. Ensure that all people have good access to mental health services in primary health care settings.

ii. Develop primary care services with the capacity to detect and treat mental health problems, including depression, anxiety, stress-related disorders, substance misuse and psychotic disorders as appropriate by expanding the numbers and skills of primary care staff.

iii. Provide access to psychotropic medication and psychotherapeutic interventions in primary care settings for common as well as severe mental disorders, especially for individuals with long-term and stable mental disorders who are resident in the community.

iv. Encourage primary health care staff to take up mental health promotion and prevention activities, particularly targeting factors that determine or maintain ill health.

v. Design and implement treatment and referral protocols in primary care, establishing good practice and clearly defining the respective responsibilities in networks of primary care and specialist mental health services.

vi. Create centres of competence and promote networks in each region which health professionals, service users, carers and the media can contact for advice.

vii. Provide and mainstream mental health care in other primary care services and in easily accessible settings such as community centres and general hospitals.

**7. Offer effective care in community-based services for people with severe mental health problems**

**Challenge**

Progress is being made across the Region in reforming mental health care. It is essential to acknowledge and support people’s right to receive the most effective treatments and interventions while being exposed to the lowest possible risk, based on their individual wishes and needs and taking into account their culture, religion, gender and aspirations. Evidence and experience in many countries support the development of a network of community-based services including hospital
beds. There is no place in the twenty-first century for inhumane and degrading treatment and care in large institutions: an increasing number of countries have closed many of their asylums and are now implementing effective community-based services. Special consideration should be given to the emotional, economic and educational needs of families and friends, who are often responsible for intensive support and care and often require support themselves.

Actions to consider

i. Empower service users and carers to access mental health and mainstream services and to take responsibility for their care in partnership with providers.

ii. Plan and implement specialist community-based services, accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, with multidisciplinary staff, to care for people with severe problems such as schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, severe depression or dementia.

iii. Provide crisis care, offering services where people live and work, preventing deterioration or hospital admission whenever possible, and only admitting people with very severe needs or those who are a risk to themselves or others.

iv. Offer comprehensive and effective treatments, psychotherapies and medications with as few side effects as possible in community settings, particularly for young people experiencing a first episode of mental health problems.

v. Guarantee access to necessary medicines for people with mental health problems at a cost that the health care system and the individual can afford, in order to achieve appropriate prescription and use of these medicines.

vi. Develop rehabilitation services that aim to optimize people’s inclusion in society, while being sensitive to the impact of disabilities related to mental health problems.

vii. Offer services for people with mental health needs who are in non-specialist settings such as general hospitals or prisons.

viii. Offer carers and families assessment of their emotional and economic needs, and involvement in care programmes.

ix. Design programmes to develop the caring and coping skills and competencies of families and carers.

x. Scrutinize whether benefit programmes take account of the economic cost of caring.

xi. Plan and fund model programmes that can be used for dissemination.

xii. Identify and support leaders respected by their peers to spearhead innovation.

xiii. Develop guidelines for good practice and monitor their implementation.
xiv. Introduce legal rights for people subject to involuntary care to choose their independent advocate.

xv. Introduce or reinforce legislation or regulations protecting the standards of care, including the discontinuation of inhuman and degrading care and interventions.

xvi. Establish inspection to reinforce good practice and to stop neglect and abuse in mental health care.

8. Establish partnerships across sectors

Challenge

Essential services, which in the past were routinely provided in large institutions or were not considered as relevant to the lives of people with mental health problems, are nowadays often fragmented across many agencies. Poor partnership and lack of coordination between services run or funded by different agencies lead to poor care, suffering and inefficiencies. The responsibilities of different bodies for such a wide range of services need coordination and leadership up to and including government level. Service users and their carers need support in accessing and receiving services for issues such as benefits, housing, meals, employment and treatment for physical conditions, including substance misuse.

Actions to consider

i. Organize comprehensive preventive and care services around the needs of and in close cooperation with users.

ii. Create collaborative networks across services that are essential to the quality of life of users and carers, such as social welfare, labour, education, justice, transport and health.

iii. Give staff in mental health services responsibility for identifying and providing support for needs in daily living activities, either by direct action or through coordination with other services.

iv. Educate staff in other related services about the specific needs and rights of people with mental health problems and those at risk of developing mental health problems.

v. Identify and adjust financial and bureaucratic disincentives that obstruct collaboration, including at government level.

9. Create a sufficient and competent workforce

Challenge

Mental health reform demands new staff roles and responsibilities, requiring changes in values and attitudes, knowledge and skills. The working practices of many mental health care workers and staff in other sectors such as teachers,
benefit officers, the clergy and volunteers need to be modernized in order to offer effective and efficient care. New training opportunities must respond to the need for expertise in all roles and tasks to be undertaken.

**Actions to consider**

i. Recognize the need for new staff roles and responsibilities across the specialist and generic workforce employed in the health service and other relevant areas such as social welfare and education.

ii. Include experience in community settings and multidisciplinary teamwork in the training of all mental health staff.

iii. Develop training in the recognition, prevention and treatment of mental health problems for all staff working in primary care.

iv. Plan and fund, in partnership with educational institutions, programmes that address the education and training needs of both existing and newly recruited staff.

v. Encourage the recruitment of new mental health workers and enhance the retention of existing workers.

vi. Ensure an equitable distribution of mental health workers across the population, particularly among people at risk, by developing incentives.

vii. Address the issue of lack of expertise in new technologies of present trainers, and support the planning of “train the trainers” programmes.

viii. Educate and train mental health staff about the interface between promotion, prevention and treatment.

ix. Educate the workforce across the public sector to recognize the impact of their policies and actions on the mental health of the population.

x. Create an expert workforce by designing and implementing adequate specialist mental health training for all staff working in mental health care.

xi. Develop specialist training streams for areas requiring high levels of expertise such as the care and treatment of children, older people and people suffering from a combination of mental health problems and substance use disorder (comorbidity).

**10. Establish good mental health information**

**Challenge**

In order to develop good policy and practice in countries and across the Region, information has to be available about the current state of mental health and mental health activities. The impact of any implementation of new initiatives should be monitored. The mental health status and the help-seeking behaviour of populations, specific groups and individuals should be measured in a manner that allows comparison across the WHO European Region. Indicators should be standardized and comparable locally, nationally and internationally in order
to assist in the effective planning, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of an evidence-based strategy and action plan for mental health.

**Actions to consider**

i. Develop or strengthen a national surveillance system based on internationally standardized, harmonized and comparable indicators and data collection systems, to monitor progress towards local, national and international objectives of improved mental health and well-being.

ii. Develop new indicators and data collection methods for information not yet available, including indicators of mental health promotion, prevention, treatment and recovery.

iii. Support the carrying out of periodic population-based mental health surveys, using agreed methodology across the WHO European Region.

iv. Measure base rates of incidence and prevalence of key conditions, including risk factors, in the population and groups at risk.

v. Monitor existing mental health programmes, services and systems.

vi. Support the development of an integrated system of databases across the WHO European Region to include information on the status of mental health policies, strategies, implementation and delivery of evidence-based promotion, prevention, treatment, care and recovery.

vii. Support the dissemination of information on the impact of good policy and practice nationally and internationally.

**11. Provide fair and adequate funding**

**Challenge**

Resources dedicated to mental health are often inadequate and inequitable compared to those available to other parts of the public sector, and this is reflected in poor access, neglect and discrimination. In some health care systems, insurance coverage of access and rights to treatment discriminate severely against mental health problems. Within the mental health budget, resource allocation should be equitable and proportionate, i.e. offering greatest relative share and benefits to those in greatest need.

**Actions to consider**

i. Assess whether the proportion of the health budget allocated to mental health fairly reflects the needs and priority status of the people with needs.

ii. Ensure that people with the most severe problems and the poorest in society receive the largest relative benefits.

iii. Assess whether funding is allocated efficiently, taking into account societal benefits, including those generated by promotion, prevention and care.
iv. Evaluate whether coverage is comprehensive and fair in social and private insurance-based systems, on an equal level to that for other conditions, not excluding or discriminating against groups and particularly protecting the most vulnerable.

12. **Evaluate effectiveness and generate new evidence**

**Challenge**

Considerable progress is being made in research, but some strategies and interventions still lack the necessary evidence base, meaning that further investment is required. Furthermore, investment in dissemination is also required, since the existing evidence concerning effective new interventions and national and international examples of good practice are not known to many policy-makers, managers, practitioners and researchers. The European research community needs to collaborate to lay the foundations for evidence-based mental health activities.

Major research priorities include mental health policy analyses, assessments of the impact of generic policies on mental health, evaluations of mental health promotion programmes, a stronger evidence base for prevention activities and new service models and mental health economics.

**Actions to consider**

i. Support national research strategies that identify, develop and implement best practice to address the needs of the population, including groups at risk.

ii. Evaluate the impact of mental health systems over time and apply experiences to the formulation of new priorities and the commissioning of the necessary research.

iii. Support research that facilitates the development of preventive programmes aimed at the whole population, including groups at risk. Research is needed on the implications of the interrelated nature of many mental, physical and social health problems for effective preventive programmes and policies.

iv. Promote research focused on estimating the health impacts of non-health sector policies, as there is a clear potential for positive mental health to be improved through such policies.

v. Bridge the knowledge gap between research and practice by facilitating collaboration and partnerships between researchers, policy-makers and practitioners in seminars and accessible publications.

vi. Ensure that research programmes include long-term evaluations of impact not only on mental health but also on physical health, as well as social and economic effects.
vii. Establish sustainable partnerships between practitioners and researchers for the implementation and evaluation of new or existing interventions.

viii. Invest in training in mental health research across academic disciplines, including anthropology, sociology, psychology, management studies and economics, and create incentives for long-term academic partnerships.

ix. Expand European collaboration in mental health research by enhancing networking between WHO’s European collaborating centres and other centres with research activities in the field of prevention.

x. Invest in regional collaboration on information and dissemination in order to avoid the duplication of generally applicable research and ignorance of successful and relevant activities elsewhere.

**Mental health for Europe: facing the challenges**

**Milestones**

Member States are committed, through the Mental Health Declaration for Europe and this Action Plan, to face the challenges by moving towards the following milestones. Between 2005 and 2010 they should:

1. prepare policies and implement activities to counter stigma and discrimination and promote mental well-being, including in healthy schools and workplaces;
2. scrutinize the mental health impact of public policy;
3. include the prevention of mental health problems and suicide in national policies;
4. develop specialist services capable of addressing the specific challenges of the young and older people, and gender-specific issues;
5. prioritize services that target the mental health problems of marginalized and vulnerable groups, including problems of comorbidity, i.e. where mental health problems occur jointly with other problems such as substance misuse or physical illness;
6. develop partnership for intersectoral work and address disincentives that hinder joint work;
7. introduce human resource strategies to build up a sufficient and competent mental health workforce;
8. define a set of indicators on the determinants and epidemiology of mental health and for the design and delivery of services in partnership with other Member States;
9. confirm health funding, regulation and legislation that is equitable and inclusive of mental health;
10. end inhumane and degrading treatment and care and enact human rights and mental health legislation to comply with the standards of United Nations conventions and international legislation;
11. increase the level of social inclusion of people with mental health problems;
12. ensure representation of users and carers on committees and groups responsible for the planning, delivery, review and inspection of mental health activities.
5. Mental health services in Europe: the treatment gap

“Sometimes they have to be standing on a bridge before we can get help.”

– A GP (1)

Facing the challenges

One of the primary functions of mental health services is to provide treatment to all who need it. Mental health services in Europe do not perform well on this criterion. Most individuals with mental disorders in Europe, including many with severe disorders, do not receive treatment for their condition. The treatment gap (the percentage of individuals who require mental health care, but do not receive it) is high for most mental disorders in Europe (2).

Mental disorders impose a heavy burden on individuals, families and societies. According to the most recent available data from the WHO’s Global Burden of Disease study, neuropsychiatric disorders are the second cause of DALYs lost in the WHO European Region, amounting to one fifth of DALYs lost due to all health conditions.

In terms of years lived with disability (YLD), the proportion is even higher (more than two fifths) (3). Unipolar depressive disorder alone led to 13.7% of YLD and was the first cause of YLD in the European Region.

Four of the top fifteen contributors to DALYs in Europe are neuropsychiatric conditions: depression (in third place), alcohol use disorder (sixth), self-inflicted injuries (eleventh) and dementia (fourteenth).

The burden owing to neuropsychiatric disorders is high in the European Region and will increase in the future because of the continent’s ageing population.

One of the most tragic results of mental health problems is suicide. According to WHO data, nine of the ten countries with the highest rates of completed suicide are in the European Region (3).

Gaps in mental health policy and financing

Mental health policy at the national level is considered essential for the comprehensive development of mental health services.
The existence and quality of policies on mental health care in countries in the European Region is uneven. Data from WHO’s atlas on mental health resources in the world (4) highlights these deficiencies.

- One third of European countries do not have specified mental health policies.
- More than two fifths of them do not have mental health programmes.
- One fifth do not have a therapeutic drug policy or an essential drug list.
- One fifth of countries have not made the three essential psychotropic drugs – an antidepressant, an antipsychotic and an antiepileptic – available in primary care.
- One sixth do not have substance abuse policies.
- About a tenth do not have mental health legislation.
- Three fifths do not have a national suicide prevention initiative.

Financing of mental health services is also inadequate. Current resource allocation to mental health care does not fully reflect the impact of mental disorders (5).

- The 24 countries in the European Region for which data are available allocate an average of 5.8% of their national or federal health budget to mental health, while mental disorders represent 20% of the burden of disease (4).
- In particular, depression, which is responsible for 6.2% of the total burden of disease, attracts only 0.5–1.0% of national health expenditure, according to information available from the United Kingdom (6).

A mixture of tax and social insurance funding mechanisms dominate general health care in Europe. In principle, these mechanisms promote equity in access to all health care interventions, including those for mental health. However, funding through social insurance, a method that is dominant in 50% of European countries, may not ensure the financing of social care, housing, etc., and services to population groups such as the unemployed, immigrants and the Roma community. Almost all countries also levy user charges, which can potentially affect access. The exemption of specific groups from charges (such as those on low incomes, those with chronic conditions, the unemployed, children and the elderly) varies across Europe.

**Large service and treatment gap**

The result of inadequate policies and financing is a large service and treatment gap for mental disorders.

- More than one third of countries do not provide treatment for severe mental disorders in the primary care setting or training in mental health for primary care personnel.
• More than one quarter of countries do not provide community care for mental disorders.
• More than two thirds of the beds available in Europe are still in psychiatric hospitals.

The treatment gap for schizophrenia and non-affective psychosis (severe mental illnesses) was 17.8% in studies from western Europe, according to a recent review of all available scientific studies (2).

For other disorders, the gap was as follows:
• generalized anxiety disorder: 62.3%
• panic disorder: 47.2%
• major depression: 45.4%
• dysthymia: 43.9%
• bipolar disorder: 39.9%
• obsessive compulsive disorder: 24.6%.

Alcohol abuse and dependence had the largest treatment gap at 92.4%.

In the WHO-initiated world mental health surveys, which were linked to the European Study on Epidemiology of Mental Disorders, information has recently become available from seven European countries (Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain and Ukraine) (7).

• Between 8.2% and 20.4% of people in those countries had experienced mental disorders within the previous 12 months and about half of them had disorders of at least moderate severity.
• Substantial loss of productivity was caused by moderate or severe mental disorders.
• The fact that many people with subthreshold disorders are treated, while many with serious disorders are not, shows that unmet need for treatment among serious cases is a result not merely of limited resources for treatment but also of the misallocation of those resources.

The fact that services were sought does not imply that treatment was provided adequately or at all. Data from six western European countries (8) showed that:
• among those who sought help in the health sector, one fifth did not receive any treatment;
• psychotropic drug utilization was generally low in individuals with mental disorders (32.6%);
• among individuals with major depression, only 21.2% had received any antidepressants; the exclusive use of antidepressants was even lower (4.6%), while more individuals took only anxiolytics (18.4%) (9);
• psychotherapy was used even less often than pharmacotherapy.
A mature service should be able to provide care to meet existing needs, rather than being based on population-linked formulae. A Nordic study on people with schizophrenia living in the community found that, in general, patients reported a need for help from services clearly exceeding the actual amount of help received. The areas of need related to social and interpersonal functioning demonstrated the highest proportion of unmet to total needs (10).

**Health resources and services inequitably distributed**
Equitable distribution of resources and services is necessary to ensure their maximum impact, especially for vulnerable groups (4). However, countries in the European Region present a mixed picture on this criterion:

- two thirds of European countries do not provide special programmes for minorities;
- half do not have special programmes for refugees or disaster-affected populations;
- nearly two fifths do not provide special programmes for the elderly;
- one fifth do not provide special programmes for children and adolescents.

**Services for the rich and the poor**
Examination of a comprehensive and exhaustive psychiatric case register of all psychiatric inpatient care in Belgium in 1997 and 1998 found that such care was associated with socioeconomic status. Lower socioeconomic groups were more likely to be compulsorily admitted, to be cared for in non-teaching or psychiatric hospitals, to be admitted to hospitals with unexpectedly long average lengths of stay and to be admitted to wards with more severe case mixes (all indicators of poor-quality services). They were less likely to receive antidepressants and psychotherapies. The improvements in functioning and in symptoms were also less favourable for these groups. In addition, the lowest socioeconomic group had a higher risk of dying in hospital (11).

A French study of a general population sample and a sample of recipients of a social benefit (Revenu minimal d’insertion) that is not targeted at people with mental health problems showed that mental disorders were significantly more frequent among recipients. Examination of a depressed subsample showed that depressed recipients made less use of available medical care for their depression. On average, the duration of depressive episodes was longer in recipients, especially in women (12).

**Ethnic minorities**
Low utilization of support services and less desirable or less effective routes taken through psychiatric services are features of ethnic minority use of mental health
services. Failure to access support services at an early stage is linked to worsening mental health outcomes and greater likelihood of involuntary admission, detention in secure psychiatric settings and greater police involvement in the sectioning process. Insufficient accessing of mental health services may increase with repeated contact over time, suggesting that negative experiences of those services by ethnic minorities may contribute to their underutilization (13).

A practice-based cross-sectional survey of the prescription of antidepressants and anxiolytics (daily defined dosages) in 164 general practices in the United Kingdom showed that Asian ethnicity alone accounted for 28% of the variation in antidepressant prescription and 20.5% of the variation in anxiolytic prescription (more than half of the explained variance), suggesting a possibility of practical difficulties in diagnosis and management of patients from these groups within the general practice setting (14). Ethnic minority communities are far less likely to be offered “talking therapies” such as counselling, more likely to be offered chemotherapy, and tend to be prescribed higher drug dosages than their white counterparts (13). The spiritual aspects of patients are rarely seen as a priority and, where health care services address the issue, it is usually from a Christian perspective (15).

**Life stages**

In 1999, the Swedish Society for Old Age Psychiatry conducted an investigation in all Swedish counties in order to survey existing organizations and resources for medical services intended for elderly people with psychiatric complaints. In some counties, there were no outpatient units specifically aimed at elderly people with psychiatric diseases, while more than half had no outpatient units for the large group of elderly people with psychiatric ailments other than dementia. Less than 5% of the total number of Swedish psychiatrists and geriatricians held positions exclusively for geriatric psychiatry. Access to geriatric psychiatry resources was unevenly distributed and was found mainly in or near cities with universities (16).

An examination of the distribution and key characteristics of child and adolescent psychiatric inpatient units in England and Wales showed that they are unevenly distributed, with a concentration of beds in London and south-eastern England. The independent sector, which provides more than a quarter of beds and manages a high proportion of very specialized services, accentuates this uneven distribution (17).

**Prisons**

The first full survey of the mental health of prisoners in England and Wales undertaken by the Office for National Statistics showed that psychiatric morbidity was far more common among prisoners than in the general population. Only one prisoner in ten showed no evidence of any mental disorder, and no more than two out of ten had only one disorder. Ten per cent of men on remand and 14% of all
female prisoners had signs of psychotic illness in the year prior to interview in prison, compared with 0.4% in the general population. Over a quarter of female remand prisoners reported attempting suicide in the preceding year and 2% of both male and female remand prisoners reported having attempted suicide in the week before interview (18). Reasons for this high prevalence could be higher risk of arrest for people with mental disorder alleged to have offended, inadequate coverage by court assessment schemes, inadequate psychiatric services and poor identification during reception into prison. Services offered to mentally ill offenders were not equivalent to those available to non-offenders in terms of staff training, guidance on policy or practice, and integration with general mental health services in the United Kingdom (19).

Building solutions
The Declaration and the Action Plan aim to achieve healthy societies and to alleviate the suffering of people with mental health problems through actions that can contribute to closing the existing gaps in treatment and services. These actions include:

- developing comprehensive national mental health legislation and policies;
- assessing whether the proportion of the health budget allocated to mental health care fairly reflects the needs and priority status of the people served;
- ensuring that people with the most severe problems and the poorest in society receive the largest relative benefits;
- evaluating whether coverage is comprehensive and fair in social and private insurance-based systems, on an equal level to that for other conditions, not excluding or discriminating against groups and particularly protecting the most vulnerable;
- developing primary care services with the capacity to detect and treat mental health problems, including depression, anxiety, stress-related disorders and substance misuse by expanding the numbers and skills of primary care staff;
- planning and implementing specialist community-based services, accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, with multidisciplinary staff, to care for people with severe problems such as schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, severe depression or dementia;
- providing access to psychotropic medication and simple psychotherapeutic interventions in the primary care setting for common as well as severe mental disorders, especially for individuals with long-term and stable mental disorders who reside in the community;
- guaranteeing access to necessary medicines for people with mental health problems at a cost that the health care system and the individual can afford, in order to achieve appropriate prescription and use of these medicines;
- ensuring an equitable distribution of mental health workers across the population, particularly among people at risk, by developing incentives;
• ensuring that national action plans on mental health include the mental health and well-being of children and adolescents and the elderly as priorities;
• paying special attention to groups at risk, including children and elderly from migrant families;
• developing mental health services sensitive to the needs of young and elderly people, operated in close collaboration with families, schools, day-care centres, neighbours, extended families and friends;
• supporting the implementation of community development programmes in high-risk areas and empowering nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), especially those representing marginalized groups.
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6. Stigma and discrimination against the mentally ill in Europe

“I used to get stones thrown at my window, knocking on the window every night, windows broken. I got name-called: loony, nutter and other names.”
– Pauline Lee, interviewed in Open up (1)

Facing the challenges
Stigma “is one of the most important problems encountered by people with severe psychiatric disorders. It lowers their self-esteem, contributes to disrupted family relationships and adversely affects their ability to socialize, obtain housing and become employed” (2).

Although mental health problems occur in almost every family at some point, people who experience them still meet fear and prejudice from others and are made to feel ashamed and excluded. The stigma and discrimination associated with having a mental illness are often so devastating that they prevent people from seeking help for fear of being labelled. Effectively reducing stigma and discrimination requires concerted action by all interested parties – service users, carers, professional groups and civil society – with strong government back-up.

At a WHO meeting in Athens in 2001, mental health professionals and members of mental health organizations from the countries of southern and south-eastern Europe signed a declaration encouraging government officials to tackle stigma and discrimination. The declaration was welcomed and supported by the WHO Regional Committee for Europe in resolution EUR/RC51/R5 adopted later that year. During round-table discussions at the World Health Assembly in 2001, health ministers from around the world called for action to fight stigma and discrimination, stating: “More than 50% of all patients in some eastern European countries continue to be treated in large mental hospitals. Stigma and discrimination with regard to mental illness make early intervention extremely difficult, especially in rural areas” (3).

Misconceptions
There are many misconceptions in our societies that create and fuel stigma and turn it into discriminatory behaviour.

Although attitudes towards mental illness are less negative in the cases of dementia and depression, the perception of mentally ill people as violent and
aggressive has increased among the general population. People in residential psychiatric care, mentally ill refugees and ethnic minorities with mental disorders are especially vulnerable to discrimination. Importantly, psychiatric treatment and care are also considered to be less effective than other medical treatments (4).

Stigma prevents people with mental health problems seeking mental health services even if there are effective treatments available. A number of studies have found that people with mental health problems often do not attend psychiatric clinics and other mental health facilities even when they have made an appointment.

**Building solutions**

In 1991, the United Nations General Assembly adopted the *Principles for the protection of persons with mental illness and the improvement of mental health care* (5). The document sets out principles and rights that work towards combating stigma and discrimination related to mental health illness.

**Effective treatment**

There are effective treatments for mental disorders that can reduce symptoms and unwanted and disturbing behaviour. These may be pharmaceutical, psychotherapeutic or social interventions, and they need to be backed up by improved services and support.

Good treatment is a cornerstone to removing discrimination. The case of epilepsy is a good example of how providing effective treatment can reduce stigma. Epilepsy is still highly stigmatized, but much less so in countries where there is now access to modern effective treatment. Similarly, the changed treatment and care of mentally retarded people in many of the affluent countries of Europe have radically improved the living conditions of this group, traditionally stigmatized and discriminated against, and brought a dramatic change to their quality of life.

> “I am too afraid to mention some of my diagnoses to people, so I just say I have ‘depression’ as it’s not seen as so bad. I have self-harm scars and I don’t know what people think of that, but now I don’t care because I am a survivor!”
>
> – Catherine, aged 33

**Employment and support**

Access to meaningful jobs is also considered to be one of the most important ways of empowering people suffering from mental disorders. Promoting job
opportunities for such people changes both the public perception and their own perception of themselves. There are good examples of such initiatives, such as the international Fountain House movement.

“After I lost my job and acknowledged my illness I thought I could never work again. Mentally ill and over fifty years old, but the miracle happened. After regaining my self-esteem working in the Fountain House for a year, I entered ‘the world of the working’. Life took a turn. Now I was in recovery. I was working like any other healthy individual. Life has not been easy. I have had my share of difficulties in my job, perhaps more so than a completely healthy man. The work has nonetheless changed my life for the better and I have enjoyed tackling and conquering difficulties I have faced.”

– Jón Sigurgeirsson, member of a Fountain House club in Iceland

The role of patients’, service users’ and family organizations in fighting stigma is also crucial. In many countries, these organizations have taken a leading role. It is important that they should receive support and cooperation from governments and professional groups – they are usually weak and lacking in economic resources. There are good examples from many countries where strong support has created solid organizations. It is also important that these organizations should be included in policy development consultations.

“As a health care professional (who suffers from psychotic depression) I would not expect my colleagues to stigmatize. However, after the recent publicity about selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), at a meeting partly to discuss this, it was suggested by two more senior colleagues that depression was purely due to family problems and that you had to be on antipsychotics to have a true psychiatric disorder. I am, but, needless to say, they do not know this. I found it difficult to contribute to this meeting. I find it hard to believe these people can call themselves health care professionals.”

– Anonymous woman

Legislation can also help. Safeguarding human rights, especially the right to adequate treatment and protection against abuse, is particularly important in the case of compulsory treatment, which is sometimes used unnecessarily. In some countries, special rights legislation has been introduced to secure medical treatment and social care for the most vulnerable groups.

The effects of anti-stigma campaigns have been various and their outcomes not always easy to quantify, but they are still an important tool in fighting stigma and discrimination. Many different kinds of programmes have been developed. In the United Kingdom, several long-lasting campaigns have been run by professional organizations and users’ and family organizations. The World Psychiatric Association is running a global programme to fight the stigma and discrimination associated with schizophrenia, with local action groups in a number of countries (see examples below).
Role of the media
If our only view of the world were through the lens of the media, would our opinion about people with stigmatized mental health problems be accurate? Research conducted over the past 30 years has convincingly demonstrated that the mass media are one of the most significant influences on belief systems (6). Because people with stigmatized illnesses do not usually announce themselves, others often form their attitudes through the films, television programmes and news reports they see. That is why the media have an important role to play in reducing the stigma of mental health problems, and the media can only report correctly if they are given correct and valid information.

What difference will the Declaration and the Action Plan make?
The Declaration and the Action Plan aim to eliminate the stigma that results in people avoiding or not adhering to care because of fear of victimization and abuse by individuals, communities or the state. The Action Plan acknowledges and aims to change the fact that people with mental health problems suffer from derogatory language and reinforcement of negative stereotypes in the workplace and the media. It also acknowledges and aims to change the suffering from lack of equal opportunities, absence of legislation and the often inadequate enforcement of equality and protection of the human rights of people with mental health problems. The Action Plan sets out to achieve reintegration rather than rejection, thus reversing the exclusion and consequent stigma experienced in the past by mental health service users in asylums and institutions.

To address the challenges posed by stigma and discrimination, the Action Plan proposes the following measures:

- instigate activities to counter stigma, emphasizing the ubiquity of mental health problems, their general good prognosis and treatability;
- introduce or scrutinize disability rights legislation to ensure that it covers mental health equally and equitably;
- encourage return to work and retention of jobs for people with mental health problems;
- provide and mainstream mental health care in other primary care services and in easily accessible settings such as community centres and general hospitals;
- stimulate community involvement in local mental health programmes by supporting initiatives of NGOs.

“People wouldn’t look you in the eye. The mothers at school, they would put their heads down and walk past you, and you would hear the comments: ‘She’s mad, you know.’”

– Alison McDermott, in Open up (1)
Some examples

Changing Minds

In 1998, the Royal College of Psychiatrists in the United Kingdom commissioned the Office for National Statistics to undertake a nationwide survey of public opinion concerning people with six types of mental illnesses: anxiety disorders, depression, schizophrenia, Alzheimer’s disease and dementia, eating disorders, and alcohol and drug misuse.

“If only those who think of mentally ill people as weak could see the courage, perseverance and determination needed by patients who cope with these disorders.”

– Jill Siddle, in Changing minds – Our lives and mental illness (7)

A random sample of the general adult population was surveyed on its attitudes to people with mental health problems in terms of their dangerousness, their unpredictability, the extent to which they had only themselves to blame, whether they could pull themselves together, whether they were hard to talk to and whether they were hard to empathize with.

The majority of the sample group reported a perception that people with schizophrenia or addictions were dangerous, that eating disorders and addictions were self-inflicted and that people with any kind of mental illness were hard to communicate and empathize with.

Armed with this information, the College launched a five-year campaign called Changing Minds: Every Family in the Land (8). It aimed to address negative attitudes, with particular reference to perceived communication difficulties, and thereby to begin to reduce the stigma surrounding the six most common mental disorders. The target populations were medical practitioners, children and adolescents, the media and the general public. The aim was to improve understanding and communication between patients and doctors and other health care workers. Books, leaflets, reports, articles, CD-ROMs, a film, videos, web sites, lectures and opportunities for dialogue were designed for this purpose.

A second nationwide survey, in July 2003, revealed significant reductions in many negative public opinions.

How Different Is Different?

The How Different is Different? programme brings together young people aged 16–19 years and people with mental illness in Ghent, Belgium (9). Based on an idea from Mental Health Ireland’s public speaking project, it was initiated in 1991 by the Flemish Mental Health Association (VvGG). School pupils interact with people with mental illness, in either hospitals or community settings, for at least three days. The aim of the programme is to allow human contact between adolescents and people with mental illness. It is crucial that both parties have fun, learn to know each other and discover their similarities.
Every year, all participating classes are visited by a VVGG worker who provides information on mental illness. Each pupil receives a booklet containing the most important facts, and teachers receive a folder with extra information.

In the second stage of the programme, a patient or relative of a patient visits the class and speaks about personal experiences of mental illness. Next, a group of patients in a psychiatric hospital, sheltered living initiative or community mental health centre is contacted and a project is designed.

At the end of the school year, a conference is held in Brussels for all participants, both patients and pupils, to speak about their activities or show a video of their project. When the programme started in 1991, there were 5 participating schools and 20 pupils. By 2003, 1500 pupils from 46 schools were taking part. All Flemish mental health units (both hospitals and community mental health centres) were involved.

A wide range of activities and projects now takes place. In 2003–2004, projects included basketball games (a school team against a team of patients), the preparation and organization of a Christmas party in a home for sheltered living, a bicycle tour, an exhibition of paintings by patients and pupils, the production of a video, and music and dance events.

The diaries of pupils and teachers show a major change in attitude during the project. At the conference in Brussels on 21 April 2004, one participant told the audience how he had been raised to fear the inmates of the psychiatric hospital in his village, and told never to pass there at night. “Now,” he said, “I have lots of friends in there; I like to visit them, even after sunset.”

Open the Doors

In 1996, the World Psychiatric Association embarked on an international programme to fight stigma and discrimination because of schizophrenia. Nearly a decade later, the programme, called Open the Doors (10), has been implemented in Austria, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Egypt, Germany, Greece, India, Italy, Japan, Morocco, Poland, Slovakia, Spain, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom and the United States.

It has involved nearly 200 anti-stigma interventions and achieved demonstrable improvements in knowledge and attitudes.

The programme is designed to dispel the myths and misunderstandings surrounding schizophrenia. Stigma creates a vicious cycle of alienation and discrimination that can lead to social isolation, the inability to work, alcohol or drug abuse, homelessness and excessive institutionalization, all of which decrease the chances of recovery. Prejudice diminishes the quality of life of people with schizophrenia and their families and prevents them from living and working with others.

Four features distinguish Open the Doors from other programmes:
its focus on schizophrenia;

- close collaboration between mental health professionals and those living with the illness and their families in developing and implementing the interventions;
- interventions focused on specific target groups, including journalists, law enforcement officials, general practitioners, secondary school students and government officials;
- the global nature of the programme, which has allowed new local action groups to learn from the experiences of others with the methodologies and communication materials they use.

The programme web site (10) has been translated into seven languages and serves as a resource for efforts to counter stigma in many more countries.
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7. Mental health promotion and mental disorder prevention

“An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.”
— Proverb

Facing the challenges

The health and social costs

Positive mental health is a state of well-being in which the individual realizes his or her own abilities, can cope with the normal stresses of life, can work productively and fruitfully, and is able to make a contribution to his or her community (1). It is a global public good; it is an essential part of the health and well-being of the citizens of Europe and a fundamental human right; it is a prerequisite for a viable, socially responsible and productive Europe; it enhances social cohesion and social capital and improves safety in the living environment (2).

Mental and behavioural disorders are found in people of all ages, regions, countries and societies, and are present at any point in time in 10% of the adult population (1). More than one person in four will develop a mental disorder during his or her life. In 2002, neuropsychiatric conditions accounted for more than 20% of all European ill health and premature death; unipolar depression alone accounted for over 6% of the burden of disease expressed in DALYs (3). Furthermore, mental ill health is also common in people with physical illness; for example, 22% of people with myocardial infarction, 27% of people with diabetes and 33% of people with cancer suffer from major depression (4).

In addition to the health burden, the social and economic costs of mental ill-health for societies are wide ranging, long lasting and enormous. The economic costs of mental health are estimated to be 3–4% of gross national product (4). However, besides the health and social service costs, lost employment and reduced productivity, the impact on families and caregivers, levels of crime and public safety, and the negative impact of premature mortality, many other immeasurable costs have not been taken into account, such as opportunity costs to individuals and families (1).

The costs of not taking action

A lack of positive mental health is a threat to public health, the quality of life and the stability of Europe. The direct and indirect consequences of mental disorders
lead to enormous health and social burdens, including discrimination and marginalization, reduced social cohesion and negative economic effects (5).

Treatment for mental disorders can be effective, but only after the illness has emerged and individuals and their families have already suffered. Positive mental health cannot be achieved by treatment alone. Two recent WHO publications have presented the evidence that mental health promotion and mental disorder prevention can lead to health, social and economic gains (6,7).

A public mental health policy should include the promotion of mental health and the prevention of mental disorders, in addition to treatment and rehabilitation. This will improve the health and the individual and social capital of European societies. Unfortunately, to date, there has been little implementation of evidence-based approaches to promotion and prevention across Europe.

The challenges
The development of a comprehensive strategy for mental health promotion and mental disorder prevention is essential and the first challenge to be met, if countries are to combat mental health problems and promote the positive mental health of the citizens of WHO’s European Region.

A second major challenge relates to the implementation process, which needs to include consideration and promotion of the organizational infrastructure and policies required to ensure the long-term maintenance and sustainability of evidence-based programmes.

Moreover, mental health is everybody’s business; it is not only an issue of mental or public health, but also one of public policy. Action for mental health is a shared responsibility, and health and economic gains can be achieved through the support and action of many different sectors in society. The third challenge is therefore to create links with and mobilize support from, among others, the environment, social welfare, labour, education, criminal justice and housing sectors.

Finally, if mental health is to be promoted and mental disorders prevented, there must be a climate of respect for and protection of basic civil, political, economic, cultural and social rights. Without the security and freedom provided by these rights, it is very difficult to maintain a high level of health. The right to mental health is enshrined in a number of international agreements and countries should respect it.

Building solutions
The evidence base
The evidence now exists that, when properly implemented, interventions and approaches aimed at mental health promotion and mental disorder prevention are effective and lead to a range of positive health, social and economic outcomes (6,7).

Such approaches include interventions that target infants and children up to 6 years of age, school-aged children, child abuse and neglect, conduct disorder,
violence and aggression, use of addictive substances across the lifespan, parental support and stress, anxiety and depression. For example, poor parental support, child abuse and parental mental illness during infancy and early childhood can lead to depression and anxiety later in life as well as in subsequent generations, while secure attachment and family social support can reduce such risks. Effective parenting support and education, starting during pregnancy, have led to improvements in children’s resilience, educational attainment and mental well-being, as well as reduced the risk of anxiety and depression in later life.

Policy initiatives both within and outside the health sector, including policies on transport, education, urban planning, health care, nutrition and labour, can also result in significant improvements in community mental health (2). For example, both the quantity and quality of work have strong influences on factors related to mental health, including income, social networks and self-esteem. Job insecurity, unemployment and low-quality jobs put mental health at risk and increase both anxiety and depression. Educational and job search training for high-risk groups can bring about increases in re-employment and the quality and pay of jobs obtained, greater achievements in job searching, and reduced depression and mental strain. Government management of the economy to reduce the highs and lows of the business cycle and workplace policies, such as job sharing, reduced hours and job security during times of economic difficulty, reduce the risk of job loss, unemployment and their consequences for mental health.

Planning for prevention and promotion in mental health
Countries in WHO’s European Region should develop specific action plans or comprehensive strategies for mental health promotion and mental disorder prevention, to be endorsed by the highest political body at each level. The action taken must cover people’s whole lifespan in order to ensure a healthy start in life for children and families, school strategies to enhance resilience, and prevention and promotion in mental health during adulthood and old age. The financial resources could, for example, come from a special mental health fund paid for by tobacco and alcohol taxes. In addition, to meet the challenges ahead, the development of effective policies for mental health should be supported by:

- capacity building and the involvement of other sectors and lay people;
- efficient implementation;
- monitoring and evaluation of implementation and outcomes;
- assurance of the sustainability of practices at local and national levels.

Building capacity and involving other sectors and lay people
Mental disorder prevention and mental health promotion require a broad-based professional workforce as well as informed and active citizens. Countries in the Region should build capacity by ensuring that:
the education of health care professionals imparts the relevant knowledge, attitudes and skills for mental health promotion and mental disorder prevention;
the practising health workforce has access to continuing education programmes;
the education of public health professionals prepares them to act as enablers, mediators and advocates for mental health in all sectors, and to identify and engage in work with a broad set of partners in society;
the education of professionals in other sectors prepares them to recognize the importance of their policies and actions to the mental health of the population.

Interdisciplinary research training programmes should be made available to develop the research skills needed to conduct evaluations and improve the quality and effectiveness of practice. Finally, lay people must be encouraged to become actively engaged in mental health promotion, not merely as objects for professional treatment, but as competent and highly committed mental health promoters in their families, neighbourhoods, schools and workplaces.

Supporting implementation
As a programme or policy moves to more widespread implementation, programme implementers, in collaboration with programme evaluators, will need to ensure the quality of implementation, providing the supportive elements needed for success and adapting and fitting initiatives to each specific cultural situation.

The action that may be taken to implement a mental health promotion policy may differ according to the level of responsibility and the existing policy environment. More use should be made of administrative, financial and management instruments, and of measures that affect and support implementation, research and training. The further use of quality assurance in implementation and continuous improvement of implemented action will be essential. Much more thought should also be given to mechanisms used to inform, involve and promote the rich networks of influence and development within civil societies. It is here, at a decentralized level within societies, that much of the commitment to and activities for mental health promotion will actually occur.

Evaluating existing programmes and assessing the impact of policies
Countries in the European Region should develop, use and report on a common set of indicators, including indicators of mental health and mental disorders, determinants of mental health, and the infrastructure, policies and programmes that are in place to promote mental health and prevent mental disorders. It is essential to evaluate the costs, benefits and impact of programmes in order to expand the
knowledge base for effective prevention. Special attention should be paid to the robustness, long-term impact, cultural sensitivity and cost–effectiveness of the outcomes of available programmes and policies, and to ways in which they can be improved (7). All sectors should be made accountable for the mental health impact of their policies and programmes, and recognize the benefits to themselves of promoting and protecting mental health. Mental health impact assessment must therefore be applied to any social or economic policy or programme, as well as to development projects likely to have an effect on mental health. Further use of quality assurance in implementation and audits of mental health promotion policy are essential.

### Ensuring sustainability

The impact of evidence-based programmes on the mental health of communities depends on the duration of their implementation. The effectiveness of programmes is frequently limited by barriers to their sustainable implementation. The WHO report on prevention of mental disorders (7) stresses that interventions should:

- promote and build on indigenous resources in order to maximize their local impact over time. To generate mental and public health benefits over a longer period of time, it is crucial to develop communities’ accountability to support sustainable strategies within health agencies. To enhance sustainable implementation, governmental authorities and providers should select programmes and policies that can build on existing infrastructures or resources. Mental health promotion and [mental disorder] prevention components could be structurally integrated into existing effective health promotion programmes and social policies in schools, workplaces or communities.

### Some examples

**Scotland: a comprehensive approach to mental health promotion**

The aims of the National Programme for Improving Mental Health and Well-being in Scotland (8) are:

- to raise public awareness of mental health and mental illness and promote positive mental health and emotional well-being;
- to eliminate the stigma of mental ill health and the discrimination that people with mental health problems still encounter;
- to prevent suicide and help cope with the aftermath of suicide;
- to promote and support people’s recovery from mental illness.

The Programme’s work ranges across life stages and settings, including early years, children and young people, later life, employment and working life, community mental health and well-being, and public services. The Programme is a
national strategic approach to public mental health, part of an integrated mental health policy that contributes to improvements in health, economic wealth and prosperity, promoting well-being for all. It has introduced a research and evaluation strategy and each main component of work is subject to independent evaluation. The Programme aims to collect and disseminate the evidence base in mental health improvement and to support practice development. Its actions are supported by an implementation strategy, and agencies work in close collaboration, making the best use of the available infrastructure.

Finland: promoting children’s mental health
In Finland, the European Early Promotion Project (9) has, since 1997, aimed to develop methods for promoting early parent–child interaction and effective prevention of psychosocial problems in families with infants and young children. The national Project trained more than 2000 primary health care nurses in half of the country’s municipalities between 1997 and 2002. The training programme included a manual on the identification of risk factors and focused interventions to be used in primary care and with professionals, such as those working in day care and social services.

In addition, since 2001, the Effective Family Project (10) has provided support to children of mentally ill parents, the ultimate aim being to prevent future mental disorders in the children. The Project helps families to continue with life regardless of a parent’s mental disorder and supports both the parents and their children’s healthy development and ability to cope. Used by social and health care professionals, different cooperating partners and organizations, the Project promotes preventive approaches and builds cooperation between services for adults and those for children. It is based on a psycho-educational approach, through cooperation with the whole family, using the Beardslee preventive family intervention and the “Let’s talk about children” intervention as its working methods.

The Netherlands: a specialized workforce on prevention of mental disorders
The Netherlands has an extended system for mental health promotion and mental disorder prevention within the health services, clinics and NGOs. Many of these services have specialized promotion and prevention teams targeting mental health, financed by municipalities or the national health insurance system. The Trimbos Institute, the national institute for mental health and addiction care (11), acts as the coordinating centre for the field. It monitors and informs policy-makers about the organization, accessibility and quality of care and prevention facilities. Over several decades, the prevention teams of the 50 community mental health centres have developed a package of prevention programmes that respond to the needs of each district. By law, universal mental health promotion is set as a specific task for local services, for example, in schools. Nationally implemented programmes
include the “Coping with depression” course, which has been adapted for different groups (such as adolescents, adults, elderly populations), and preventive services for children of mentally ill parents. Two universities offer academic courses in prevention and promotion. Most of the 1000 prevention experts have had some specialized training and are members of the Dutch Association for Prevention and Health Education. The development, evaluation and implementation of evidence-based programmes in mental health are systematically enhanced by the national research programme of the Dutch Health Research and Development Council.

Europe: the Implementing Mental Health Promotion Action network
With the participation of 28 countries and co-sponsored by the European Commission, the Implementing Mental Health Promotion Action (IMHPA) network provides a European platform that combines support for policy priority setting and the dissemination of evidence-based knowledge on prevention and promotion in mental health. IMHPA has developed a European action plan for mental health promotion and mental disorder prevention, a policy framework identifying high-priority policy initiatives to improve mental health, based on their proven efficacy and the practicality of their implementation. The action plan presents the case for action and the evidence for successful approaches and implementation strategies for each policy option, providing a framework on which to base the development of effective action plans at the national or regional levels. IMHPA is also compiling a web-based registry of evidence-based interventions for promotion and prevention in mental health across Europe, describing programmes, outcomes and essential features of implementation. To support dissemination and implementation and to stimulate partnership and action nationally, the network’s national counterparts are building country coalitions that involve health workers at different professional levels. The purpose of such coalitions is to exchange information on mental health promotion and prevention of mental disorders, to build cooperation and to stimulate developments at national and regional levels.

Stakeholder involvement
Engaging partners for mental health
A wide range of partners must be involved if multisectoral policies and actions are to be developed and harnessed for mental health. Structures and processes should exist at all levels to facilitate harmonized collaboration between all actors and sectors. Many of these potential partners are not aware of the benefits they can gain from investing in mental health promotion. There is therefore a need to overcome the problems posed by single-sector approaches and specific
organizational objectives, budgets and activities; one of these problems is the lack of mechanisms to bring partners together in systematic cooperation. The health sector can provide leadership by engaging in active promotion and advocacy for mental health and by encouraging other sectors to join in multisectoral activities, sharing goals and resources.

Such partnerships are required at different levels (international, country, regional and local) and need to involve a wide range of actors: governmental and nongovernmental bodies, professionals within and outside the health sector, industry and the private sector, the media and civil society. The involvement of all sectors is fundamental to ensuring that programmes reflect priorities, have widespread support and are sustainable. All these initiatives focus on the development of participatory planning models, such as statutory committees and councils with long-term mandates, formal partnership groups, specialized working groups and more informal and ad hoc partnership arrangements.

NGOs, in particular, are essential partners in ensuring accountability in mental health; they are a vital component of a modern civil society, raising people’s awareness of issues and their concerns, advocating change and creating a dialogue on policy. Of particular importance are the organizations concerned with civil, cultural, economic, political and social rights, including those that defend the rights of children, religious or ethnic minorities and people with physical and mental disabilities. Their role in mental health promotion and mental disorder prevention should be strengthened.
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8. Mental health and working life

“The mental health of a company’s employees can have an important impact on business performance in the same way as does the industrial relations climate or inadequate training.”

– Howard Davies, Director-General, Confederation of British Industry

Facing the challenges
The changing world of work
The workplace is one of the key environments that affect our physical and mental health. Working life is undergoing considerable and continuous change. Teleworking, increased use of information and communication technology, and the expansion of the service sector are some examples of changing work patterns. Other changes include the increase in self-regulated and team work, and changes in employment patterns: downsizing, outsourcing, subcontracting and globalization (1). New management forms such as just-in-time delivery and lean organizations pose higher demands for worker flexibility in terms of number and functions of skills, shift work and unsocial hours (2). Superimposed on these new patterns is the effect of ageing and the increased participation of women and immigrants in the European workforce (1). All these changes in working life represent new challenges to mental health and well-being.

How does work affect mental health?
The effects of work on mental health are complex. On the one hand, work is a source of personal satisfaction and accomplishment, interpersonal contacts and financial security, and these are all prerequisites for good mental health. Lack of work or unemployment, on the other, can have negative effects on our mental well-being. Those who become unemployed are twice as likely to have increased depressive symptoms and be diagnosed with clinical depression as those who remain employed (3). When work is poorly organized and when risks at the workplace have not been properly addressed, work can also have negative effects on our mental health and well-being.

Work-related stress is the response people may have when presented with work demands and pressures that are not matched to their knowledge and skills
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and challenge their ability to cope. Stress-related hazards can be found in the job content, workload and pace of work, the organization of working time, the level of participation and control in decision-making. Most of the causes of stress concern the way work is designed and the way in which organizations are managed. Other sources of stress can be career development, status and pay, the role of the individual in the organization, interpersonal relationships, the organizational culture and the home–work interface (4).

Stress affects different people in different ways. It can cause violence at work or addictive behaviours: smoking, alcohol and drug abuse, sexual promiscuity, gambling, addiction to modern technology. Stress can lead to psychological problems such as irritation, inability to concentrate, difficulty in making decisions or sleeping disorders. Long-term stress or traumatic events at work can cause mental illness (anxiety and depression) resulting in absence from work and preventing the worker from being able to work again. In the United Kingdom, psychiatric illness is the third most common cause of long spells of sick leave for women and the fourth for men. Depressed workers take 1.5–3.2 days more short-term sickness absence per year than other workers and lose about 20% of their productivity (5). Work-related stress is also associated with physical diseases and health problems, such as myocardial infarction, high blood pressure, ulcers, headache, neck and back pain, skin rashes and low resistance to infections (3).

Stress can affect organizations by causing high rates of absenteeism and staff turnover, disciplinary problems and unsafe working practices, as well as low commitment to work, poor performance, tension and conflicts between colleagues. In addition, stress damages the image of the organization, both among its workers and externally, and increases the liability to legal claims and actions by stressed workers (4).

Another phenomenon present in many workplaces is psychological harassment. It is caused by deterioration of interpersonal relations and organizational dysfunction. One of the most widespread forms of workplace harassment is “mobbing” (or bullying). This is repeated, unreasonable behaviour directed towards an employee, or group of employees, that creates a risk to health and safety. Mobbing involves a misuse or abuse of power where the targets may have difficulty in defending themselves (6). Some examples of mobbing are exclusion, gossiping, humiliation, instigation of colleagues against the victim, ridicule, sexual harassment, spreading false information, threats of violence and verbal abuse (7).

How big is the problem?
A survey carried out in 2000 in the 15 Member States of the EU found that more than half of the 160 million workers report working at very high speeds (56%) or to tight deadlines (60%) for at least one quarter of their time. More than one third have no influence on task order; 40% report having monotonous work.
These work-related stressors are likely to contribute to the health problems reported by the workers: 15% of the working population in the EU in 2000 complained of headache, 23% of neck and shoulder pains, 23% of fatigue, 28% of stress and 33% of backache. Almost 1 in 10 workers reported being subjected to intimidation at the workplace (8). A recent international survey among key stakeholders in the new EU Member States and the candidate countries revealed that almost 90% of the respondents stated that in their countries stress is considered a cause of disease, and that stress and mobbing result from poor work organization (9).

Data from the individual Member States are disturbing. In Austria, 1.2 million workers reported suffering from work-related stress associated with time pressure. In Denmark, 8% of employees reported “often” being emotionally exhausted. In Germany, 98% of works councils claimed that stress and pressure of work had increased in recent years and 85% cited longer working hours. In Spain, 32% of workers described their work as stressful. In Sweden, 9 out of 10 white-collar workers reported working against the clock in their daily tasks, and 40% skipped lunch breaks (10).

**How much does it cost?**

In the 15 Member States in the EU before May 2004, the cost of stress at work and the related mental health problems is estimated to be on average 3–4% of gross national product, amounting to €265 billion annually (11). Studies estimate that work-related stress alone costs the businesses and governments of these countries about €20 billion in absenteeism and related health costs, in addition to the price of lower productivity, higher staff turnover and reduced ability to innovate (12).

In the United Kingdom in 2000, one in five workers was “extremely” or “very” stressed as result of occupational factors. Stress-related diseases are responsible for the loss of 6.5 million working days each year in the United Kingdom, costing employers around €571 million and society as whole as much as €5.7 billion. In Sweden in 1999, 14% of the 15 000 workers on long-term sick leave said the reason was stress and mental strain. The total cost of sick leave to the state in 1999 was €2.7 billion. In the Netherlands in 1998, mental disorders were the main cause of incapacity (32%) and the cost of work-related psychological illness is estimated to be €2.26 million a year (10).

**Are all equally affected?**

Not everybody is at the same risk of work-related stress. Certain groups of workers (younger and older workers, women, ethnic minorities, migrant workers and immigrants) are more vulnerable to stress than others. Workers in companies that have undergone major change, such as takeover, or have introduced new management are also at a higher risk of stress (12).
Psychological harassment at the workplace is also related to social inequalities and discrimination based on individual traits and background. It is most frequent in public administration and defence (14%), followed by education and health, hotels and restaurants, and transport and communications (12%). Agriculture and fishing, and utilities supply are the sectors with the lowest frequency of workplace harassment (3%) (8).

**What are the challenges for health systems?**

The above-mentioned figures suggest that work-related stress and psychosocial risks cause a serious burden of ill health and economic and social costs. Health policies, systems and services need to respond adequately to this challenge. Until now, most of the policies and services designed to prevent and eliminate health risks at the workplace were primarily directed at physical risks and largely ignored psychosocial risks and the effects of work on mental health.

As a result, in many Member States, the occupational health and safety legislation does not address work-related mental health problems. The existing occupational health services, which support employers and workers in assessing the risks at the workplace, do not have enough trained personnel and tools to develop efficient preventive measures to mitigate psychosocial risks at work. Besides that, very few European workers (less than 15%) have access to such services. People suffering from mental ill health face discrimination in the workplace and various barriers to finding a job or returning to work after being sick.

**Building solutions**

The WHO Mental Health Action Plan for Europe highlights the importance of interventions at the workplace to improve mental health. To improve work-related mental health, national governments, agencies and employers can take measures to minimize the effects of work-related stress and other psychosocial risks on the health of the working population, and to improve the access to work and the social inclusion of people with mental health problems.

Such measures will include incorporating mental health aspects into national policies, legislation, and programmes dealing with occupational health and safety, and into corporate management strategies. It is also important that all workers, particularly those at high risk, have access to occupational health services that can develop effective measures to protect mental health.

Capacities for protecting and promoting mental health at work should be developed through assessing the risks of and managing stress and psychosocial factors, training personnel and raising awareness. Work-related mental health should be monitored, which has been made possible through the development of appropriate indicators and instruments.

National, sectoral and enterprise policies need to be developed and implemented to eliminate discrimination in employment practices associated with
mental ill health and to stimulate measures for the reintegration, rehabilitation and vocational training of people suffering from mental ill health and for the adaptation of workplaces and working practices to their special needs.

**Some examples**

Good practice in the area of mental health at work includes measures taken at the national and enterprise levels.

**Measures at the national level**

Several Member States have already included mental health aspects in their national legislation on occupational health and safety. This provides a solid basis for protection and promotion of mental health at the workplace.

**Work Environment Act, Sweden**

“Working conditions shall be adapted to people’s differing physical and mental capabilities. The employee shall be given the opportunity to participate in the design of his own work situation. … Technologies, work organization and job content shall be designed in such a way that the employee is not subjected to physical strain or mental stress that may lead to illness or accidents. … Closely controlled or restricted conditions of work shall be avoided or limited. Efforts shall be made to ensure that work provides opportunities for variety, social contact and cooperation, as well as coherence between different tasks.”

No matter how good legislation is, it only works if properly implemented. For example, the Danish Working Environment Authority (Arbejdstilsynet) includes psychologists as inspectors in areas where workers have complained about symptoms of stress due to high workloads, time pressure and lack of prevention and emergency plans in institutions with violence and threats. Repetitive work and psychosocial problems are among the priorities of the 2002–2005 governmental programme on health and safety at work (13).

**Measures at the enterprise level**

Whatever the original cause of mental health problems, employers and managers are faced with the following major issues as they attempt to address the mental health needs of their employees:

- recognition and acceptance of mental health as a legitimate concern of the organization;
- effective implementation of the country’s anti-discrimination provisions;
- preventive, treatment and rehabilitation programmes that address employees’ mental health needs.

Good practice in implementing interventions to improve mental health at the workplace should:
• include an early detection (early warning) system;
• involve the participants in the management of the whole project;
• be integrated into management philosophy;
• include different levels of interventions: that is, the individual, the social environment and working conditions (5).

Measures by social partners
Trade unions are natural partners in interventions to reduce work-related stress and to promote mental health at the workplace. In Belgium, for example, a federation of trade unions carried out a large-scale cross-sectoral study to identify the basic causes of stress. The German metalworkers’ union has been running a vigorous campaign with the telling title “The company: a place of crime – psychological loads – a terror for the soul”. In some countries – notably Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Sweden and the United Kingdom – stress is included in collective agreements between the trade unions and employers (10).
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9. Alcohol and mental health

“First the man takes a drink; then the drink takes a drink; then the drink takes the man.”
— Proverb

“Alcoholism isn’t a spectator sport. Eventually the whole family gets to play.”
— Joyce Rebeta-Burditt, author

Facing the challenges

The European Region of WHO is the one with the highest alcohol intake in the world. Alcohol is the third largest preventable risk factor in the Region and a major cause of mental disorders, accidents and injuries (1). Alcohol consumption is an important mental health issue and a major factor in the global burden of disease.

Alcohol-use disorders are recognized and classified as mental disorders. Hazardous and harmful use of alcohol is associated with a wide range of mental and behavioural problems. It also has social consequences, affecting the lives and indeed the mental health of the people who live or work with an alcohol-dependent person.

Alcohol-use disorders are preventable and, although it is not realistic to expect to eradicate them completely, evidence shows that a whole array of measures can significantly reduce the harm done.

Alcohol can interact with mental health disorders in several ways:

• people with mental ill-health are at higher risk of experiencing alcohol-related problems;
• people with alcohol-use disorders are more likely to suffer from other mental health problems;
• alcohol use by a person with mental ill health can:
  – lead to a poorer treatment outcome;
  – make the symptoms worse;
  – increase the risk of alcohol dependence;
  – have harmful interactions with prescribed medicine;
  – contribute to a worse mood in the long run.

Management of alcohol-related problems should be incorporated into any public health response to mental health problems. Evidence-based preventive
measures are available at both the individual and population levels, with alcohol taxes, restrictions on alcohol availability and drink–driving countermeasures among the most effective policy options. Despite the scientific advances, alcohol problems continue to present a major challenge to medicine and public health.

The scale of the problem
Worldwide, alcohol use causes 1.8 million deaths and 4% of the total disease burden as measured by the WHO Global Burden of Disease study. Unintentional injuries alone account for about one third of the 1.8 million deaths, while neuropsychiatric conditions account for close to 40% of the overall disease burden (2).

In the European Region, there are 86.8 million people (99 per 1000 population) who have harmful levels of alcohol consumption, causing 15.4 million DALYs each year. Of that figure, 5 million DALYs (32%) are lost owing to neuropsychiatric conditions.

Men have a far greater alcohol-related disease burden than women, the ratio being 5:1 (Fig. 9.1). The health damage and social harm caused by alcohol fall not only on the drinker but also on others. Women bear a disproportionate share of the burden of harm from others’ drinking (3).

Policies that affect the rates of alcohol-related harm thus not only improve the health and save the lives of those who drink but potentially have a broader impact on the health and well-being of families, communities and society at large.

Fig. 9.1. Proportion of alcohol-attributable disease burden according to subregion and gender in the WHO European Region, 2000

Source: Rehm (4).
Alcohol and depression
The evidence indicates a close relationship between alcohol consumption and depression. Heavy drinking can lead to depression, and depression can lead to hazardous and harmful drinking and alcohol-use disorder. Studies of people in treatment have shown that one of the effects of long-term high alcohol consumption is an increase in depressive symptoms, which tend to disappear when alcohol consumption is reduced or stopped. Policies that reduce consumption, especially among heavier drinkers, might be expected to reduce the burden of disease related to depression.

Alcohol and suicide
The relationship between alcohol consumption and suicide or attempted suicide is well established among heavier drinkers. The risk of suicidal behaviour in this group increases with psychiatric comorbidity. Suicide rates are also found to rise with increased per capita consumption. The suicide rate for younger people seems to be more significantly related to per capita consumption than that for older people. In addition, research suggests that suicide rates tend to be more responsive to changes in per capita alcohol consumption in drinking cultures characterized by irregular heavy drinking occasions. Thus, cultural factors condition the association between alcohol consumption and suicide at the population level, and the strength of the overall relationship is greater in cultures where intoxication is a more prominent characteristic.

Alcohol and schizophrenia
A person with alcohol dependence is more likely to have schizophrenia and a patient with schizophrenia is more likely to exhibit alcohol dependence, than is the general population. Most clinical studies, patient reports and anecdotal clinical observations suggest that excessive use of alcohol leads to a clear exacerbation of the symptoms of schizophrenia. Furthermore, about 30% of patients with comorbidity appear to show a harmful use of alcohol before the first signs of schizophrenia emerge.

Alcohol, aggression and violence
Alcohol is strongly associated with violent crime, and research suggests that it contributes to aggression. The strength of the relationship seems to be culturally dependent, and the pattern of drinking seems to play an important role in causing violence. Thus, both the environment and the characteristics of the drinker influence the effects of alcohol.

Building solutions
Drinking alcoholic beverages is an accepted social custom in most parts of the world. Nevertheless, as it is closely associated with mental disorders and is one
of the most important contributors to disease, injury, disability and premature death, greater attention to public health policies for alcohol control and harm prevention, brief interventions and treatment could prevent a considerable amount of human misery.

For example, the anti-alcohol campaign from 1985 to 1988 in the USSR produced a sharp decline in consumption. It was accompanied by a sudden sharp decline in mortality in the same period. For each litre reduction in pure alcohol consumption per capita in the latter half of the 1980s, the age-standardized mortality rate dropped by 2.7%. Alcohol consumption rose again in the early 1990s, also mirrored in a dramatic increase in mortality from 1990 to 1994. The situation improved in the period 1994–1998, but mortality started to rise again from 1999. The change in life expectancy in the Russian Federation in the past 20 years is a consequence of a complex pattern of trends in different causes of death. Evidence suggests that alcohol has played an important part in this fluctuation.

Even brief interventions can reduce alcohol use. A meta-analysis of 43 brief interventions in primary care and related settings for non-treatment-seeking populations showed that brief advice was effective in reducing drinking-related outcomes – including intoxication, alcohol dependence symptoms and problems in multiple life areas – by 12% more in the intervention group than the control group.

Nevertheless, in spite of the importance of alcohol in many mental health problems, there is little evidence that strategies to promote mental health have specifically targeted harmful and hazardous drinking.

Recent research has contributed substantially to the understanding of the relationship between alcohol consumption and the associated burden on society. There is thus a strong need for the health professions to step up their advocacy of policies that reduce the harm done by alcohol, including in the case of comorbid mental and behavioural disorders.

As a risk factor, alcohol consumption has two dimensions: average volume and patterns of drinking (Fig. 9.2). Research indicates a causal relationship between average volume of alcohol consumption and more than 60 types of disease and injury. Evidence is accumulating that patterns of drinking are an important factor in the link between alcohol and harm. In addition, 40% of the disease burden caused by alcohol arises from acute conditions and is thus almost immediately preventable.

Average consumption figures hide wide variations in individual levels of alcohol consumption and drinking habits. For instance, any population includes people who drink no alcohol. The majority of the drinking population is composed of moderate or light drinkers. Even if a minority, heavy drinkers account for quite a large part of the total alcohol intake.

However, the adverse effects of drinking are not confined to a minority of easily identified heavy or problem drinkers or people dependent on alcohol.
Many moderate or occasional drinkers also suffer from alcohol-related problems, especially when they use alcoholic beverages as intoxicants. And no matter how drinking is measured, the risk of alcohol dependence begins at low levels of drinking and increases linearly with both the volume of consumption and a pattern of drinking larger amounts on occasion.

On the other hand, most alcohol consumers must see some benefits from drinking alcohol, since they are willing to buy it. Just as the patterns and culture of drinking vary greatly in different societies, so do the incidence and character of alcohol-related benefits and problems.

In the longer term, sustainable alcohol policies and programmes are needed:

- to reduce hazardous and harmful patterns of drinking;
- to separate drinking from certain activities and situations such as driving or operating machinery, working and being pregnant;
- to reduce the overall volume of drinking;
- to provide adequate help to people with alcohol problems, especially those with co-occurring mental and behavioural disorders.

**Regional response**

Alcohol problems arise in many different situations and affect a variety of people. Appropriate policies will therefore be a mix of different measures.

Three major instruments adopted by WHO have provided a framework for action in the European Region.
Since 1992, the European Alcohol Action Plan has provided a basis for the development and implementation of alcohol policies and programmes in the Member States. The Action Plan for the period 2000–2005 (6) aims to prevent and reduce the harm that can be done by alcohol consumption throughout the European Region.

The European Charter on Alcohol (7), adopted by Member States in 1995, sets out the guiding principles and goals for promoting and protecting the health and well-being of all people in the Region. The Charter calls on all Member States to draw up comprehensive alcohol policies and implement programmes, as appropriate in their differing cultures and social, legal and economic environments.

The Declaration on Young People and Alcohol (8), adopted by Member States in 2001, aims to protect children and young people from the pressures to drink and reduce the direct or indirect harm done to them by alcohol. The Declaration reaffirms the five principles of the Charter and underlines the need for public health policies concerning alcohol to be formulated on the basis of public health interests, without interference from commercial interests.

The Action Plan, Charter and Declaration have offered paths for the development and implementation of effective measures on alcohol and therefore contributed to general health policy in the Region.

**European Alcohol Action Plan**

The overall objectives of the Action Plan for 2000–2005 (6) are to:

- generate greater awareness of, provide education in, and build up support for public health policies that address the task of preventing the harm that can be done by alcohol;
- reduce the risk of alcohol-related problems that may occur in a variety of settings such as the home, workplace, community or drinking environment;
- reduce both the breadth and depth of alcohol-related harm such as fatalities, accidents, violence, child abuse and neglect, and family crises;
- provide accessible and effective treatment for people with hazardous and harmful alcohol consumption and those with alcohol dependence;
- provide greater protection from the pressures to drink for children, young people and those who choose not to drink alcohol.

**European Charter on Alcohol**

The Charter (7) was adopted at the European Conference on Health, Society and Alcohol, held in Paris on 12–14 December 1995. It establishes five ethical principles and goals for work to reduce the negative consequences of alcohol consumption in Europe.

- All people have the right to a family, community and working life protected from accidents, violence and other negative consequences of alcohol consumption.
• All people have the right to valid impartial information and education, starting early in life, on the consequences of alcohol consumption on health, the family and society.
• All children and adolescents have the right to grow up in an environment protected from the negative consequences of alcohol consumption and, to the extent possible, from the promotion of alcoholic beverages.
• All people with hazardous or harmful alcohol consumption and members of their families have the right to accessible treatment and care.
• All people who do not wish to consume alcohol, or who cannot do so for health or other reasons, have the right to be safeguarded from pressures to drink and be supported in their non-drinking behaviour.

Declaration on Young People and Alcohol
Young people are more vulnerable to the effects of drinking, and alcohol is the most important avoidable risk for the burden of disease in adolescents and young adults. The WHO European Ministerial Conference on Young People and Alcohol, held in Stockholm on 19–21 February 2001, adopted a Declaration (8) recognizing:

• alcohol as an important issue in young people's health;
• the need to involve young people themselves in the policy-making process;
• the need to determine, at the national and local levels, targets to reduce the impact of alcohol on young people's health;
• the need for alcohol policies directed at young people to be part of a broader societal response, since drinking among young people to a large extent reflects the attitudes and practices of wider adult society.
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10. Suicide prevention

“I actually thought that Wendy was getting a little better and that all she had to do was stick it out. I now realize that it is at this very point that people are at their most vulnerable. They have a little energy and can see where they are and, of course, it is light years away from where they want to be. It all seems so hopeless to them, and it did to Wendy, as she said in her note.”
– Widower, personal communication to Technical Officer, Mental Health, WHO Regional Office for Europe

Facing the challenges

Suicide is not only a personal tragedy; it represents a serious public health problem, particularly in the WHO European Region. From 1950 to 1995, the global rate of suicide for men and women combined increased by 60% (1). Among young and middle-aged people, especially men, suicide is currently a leading cause of death. In the European Region, suicide is the second most common cause of death after traffic accidents in the group aged 15–35 years.

According to the latest available data, an estimated 873 000 people around the world, and 163 000 in the European Region, die from suicide each year (2). While suicide was reported to be the thirteenth leading cause of death globally, it was the seventh leading cause of death in the Region. The highest rates in the European Region are also the highest in the world.

A problem on the rise

Mental disorders and self-destructive behaviour have increased in both poor and rich countries (3). All predictions point to a dramatic increase in suicidal behaviour in the coming decade unless effective preventive measures are put in place.

In the European Region, the average suicide rate is 17.5 per 100 000 population. The mortality supplement to the WHO European health for all database for the latest available year (4) shows that the rates vary considerably between countries: from 44.0 in Lithuania, 36.4 in the Russian Federation and 33.9 in Belarus, to 5.9 in Italy, 4.6 in Malta and 2.8 in Greece. The gap between the newly independent states of the former USSR (NIS) and EU countries is 15.8 per 100 000 population. There are also huge gender differences for all age groups. In Lithuania, for instance, 81.7 out of every 100 000 men commit suicide compared
with 11.5 women; corresponding figures in Kazakhstan are 58.8 and 9.1, and in Latvia 48.8 and 10.4, respectively.

**Social impact and economic costs**

The psychological, social and financial impact of suicide on the family and society is immeasurable. On average, a single suicide intimately affects at least six people. If a suicide occurs in a school or workplace, it has an impact on hundreds of people.

Besides the direct loss of life, there are the long-lasting psychological trauma of family and friends and the loss of economic productivity for society.

The burden of suicide can be estimated in DALYs. In 2002, self-inflicted injury was responsible for 1.4% of the total burden of disease worldwide (2) and for 2.3% of the burden in the European Region. Direct costs reflect treatment and hospitalization following suicide attempts, and indirect costs represent potential lifetime income lost due to suicide-related disability and premature death.

**Risk factors**

Suicidal behaviour has a large number of underlying causes. It is associated with a complex array of factors that interact with each other and place individuals at risk. These include:

- psychiatric factors such as major depression, schizophrenia, alcohol and other drug use, and anxiety disorders;
- biological factors or genetic traits, such as a family history of suicide;
- life events, such as the loss of a loved one or a job;
- psychological factors, such as interpersonal conflict, violence or a history of physical and sexual abuse in childhood, and feelings of hopelessness;
- social and environmental factors, including the availability of the means of suicide (firearms, toxic gases, medicines, herbicides and pesticides), social isolation and economic hardship.

Some risk factors vary with age, gender, sexual orientation and ethnic group. Marginalized groups such as minorities, refugees, the unemployed, people in or leaving prisons, and those already with mental health problems, are particularly at risk.

**Protective factors**

However, the presence of sufficiently strong protective factors may reduce the risk of suicide. Protective factors are related to emotional well-being; social integration through participation in sport, church associations, clubs, etc.; connectedness with family and friends; high self-esteem; physical and environmental aspects such as good sleep, a balanced diet, physical exercise and a drug-free environment; and various sources of rewarding pleasure.
Building solutions
In response to this serious public health problem, many countries have made substantial efforts to prevent suicide (5). WHO has produced an updated inventory of national strategies for suicide prevention in WHO’s European Member States (6). Suicide rates can be reduced if depression and anxiety are treated. Studies have confirmed the beneficial effects of antidepressants and psychotherapy.

At a WHO meeting on suicide prevention strategies in Europe, held in 2004, health policy-makers and experts in mental health and suicide behaviour from 36 Member States in the European Region discussed current evidence on and practices in suicide prevention and formulated recommendations for suicide prevention strategies.

The conclusions of the meeting can be summarized as follows.

• Suicide and attempted suicide present serious public health problems. In some countries, more people commit suicide than are killed in traffic accidents.
• Age and gender are important aspects of suicide risk and trends, and need to be considered in the development of suicide prevention programmes.
• Media reporting that glamorizes suicide adversely influences public attitudes and may contribute to an increase in suicidal behaviour.

The main recommendations were the following.

• The prevention of suicide and attempted suicide requires a public health approach. The burden of suicide is so large that this should be a responsibility for the entire government, under the leadership of the ministry of health.
• Suicide prevention programmes are needed. They should consider specific interventions for different groups at risk (for example, age- and gender-related), including tasks allocated to different sectors (education, labour market, social affairs, etc.), and they should be evaluated.
• Health care professionals, especially in emergency services, should be trained to identify suicide risk and proactively collaborate with mental health services.
• Education of both health professionals and the general public should start as early as possible and focus on both risk and protective factors.
• Policy-oriented research on and evaluation of suicide prevention programmes are needed.
• The mass media should be involved and trained in suicide prevention and the WHO code of conduct on media behaviour in relation to suicidality should be promoted (7).

The Mental Health Action Plan Europe proposes a number of specific measures, including:

• measuring base rates of stress indicators and identifying groups at risk;
• targeting marginalized groups with education, information and support programmes;
• establishing self-help groups, telephone help lines and web sites for people in crisis.

**Strategies for suicide prevention**

Suicide prevention strategies are concerned with:

• identifying and reducing availability of and access to the means of suicide;
• improving health care services and promoting supportive and rehabilitation functions for persons affected by suicidal behaviour;
• improving diagnostic procedures and subsequent treatment;
• increasing the awareness of health care staff of their own attitudes and taboos towards suicide prevention and mental illness;
• increasing knowledge through public education about mental illness and its recognition at an early stage;
• supporting media reporting on suicide and attempted suicide;
• promoting research on suicide prevention and encouraging the collection of data on the causes of suicide by avoiding duplication of statistical records.

**Some examples of national suicide prevention programmes**

The National Strategy for Suicide Prevention in Finland (1986–1996) was implemented throughout the country, with arrangements for local, regional and national implementation. It was systematically evaluated, both internally and externally, and can be considered a success. The Strategy included public education, improved access to mental health services, crisis intervention, reduction of access to means of suicide, training of health professionals, training in awareness of co-morbidity factors, monitoring of attempted suicide and recording of individuals at risk requiring preventive intervention. The programme incorporated action by professionals, the social services and statutory agencies, but not specifically by people bereaved by suicide.

Some other examples of continuing national programmes are given below.

Choose Life, the national strategy and action plan to prevent suicide in Scotland (2002), aims to reduce the rate of suicide by 20% by 2013. A national network has been formed with representatives of local councils, police, ambulance, accident and emergency services, prison services and key NGOs, and a national training and capacity-building programme was established. Implementation is concentrated on 32 local council areas, and the local plans focus on three key objectives:

• achieving coordinated action for suicide prevention across health care, social care, education, housing, police, welfare and employment services;
• developing multiprofessional training programmes to build capacity for supporting the prevention of suicide;
• providing financial support for local community and neighbourhood interventions (10).

The Action Plan for Preventing Suicidal Behaviour in Estonia is structured on a detailed matrix setting out different strategies for specific target groups and detailing goals, programmes, timing, categories of people responsible, expected results, risks, etc. The Plan envisages setting up a national centre with an official mandate and funds for coordinating and developing suicide prevention work in the country. Monitoring of attempted suicide events and recording of individuals at risk who require preventive interventions are included as key elements in the Plan.

The German National Suicide Prevention Programme (Nationales Suizidpräventionsprogramm für Deutschand) (2003) (11) is remarkable in terms of the broad set of working groups, administrative agencies and federal institutions covered. The following interventions are indicated: public education, crisis intervention, suicide prevention in children and young people, suicide prevention in workplaces, reduction of access to the means of suicide, detection and treatment of depression and related conditions and dealing with specific psychiatric disorders, training of health professionals and awareness training on comorbidity factors.

Specific working groups are dedicated to substance abuse disorders and populations at risk, as well as to survivors and bereaved family members. Working with the media is also a key issue covered by the Programme.

To prevent suicide among adolescents, Denmark has developed an educational programme that has started pilot projects in schools and other educational institutions. Teachers, youth workers, clergy, doctors, nurses, social workers, etc. are involved. “Driving licence for a teenager” is a programme aimed at giving parents basic information about dialogue and frustration and teaching them how to bond with their children.8

**Challenging the stigma**

Suicide has long been a taboo subject and is still surrounded by feelings of shame, fear, guilt and uneasiness. Many people have difficulties discussing suicidal behaviour, which is not surprising since it is associated with extremely powerful religious and legal sanctions. Ideas about suicide being noble or detestable, brave or cowardly, rational or irrational, a cry for help or a turning away from support contribute not only to confusion but also to ambivalence towards suicide prevention. In many countries, it was not until as late as the twentieth century that religious sanctions were removed and suicidal acts ceased to be criminal. Suicide is often perceived as being predestined and even impossible to prevent.

Such taboos and emotions are important factors hindering the implementation of suicide prevention programmes. When working in suicide prevention,

---

8 For further information, contact: Centre for Suicide Research, Søndergade 17, 5000 Odense C, Denmark (tel. +45 66 13 88 11).
one must be aware that one must not only increase knowledge in a rational way but also work with unconscious ideas and attitudes about suicide prevention. This kind of work is of great importance in paving the way for the development of suicide prevention programmes in which scientific, clinical and practical knowledge concerning suicide prevention can be conveyed.

**Stakeholder involvement**

Examples of stakeholder involvement can be found throughout the European Region.

The International Association for Suicide Prevention (12) is an NGO in official relationship with WHO, bringing together professionals and volunteers from more than 50 different countries and dedicated to preventing suicidal behaviour, alleviating its effects and providing a forum for academics, mental health professionals, crisis workers, volunteers and suicide survivors.

Other organizations play a crucial role in proposing free services to help people who feel suicidal – by telephone, in face-to-face meetings, by letter and by e-mail – in a non-judgemental and confidential way. One of the oldest organizations in Europe, the Samaritans (13) has developed a network of international support services, run by volunteers trained in the art of listening and empathy to offer confidential emotional support to any person who is suicidal or despairing.

Various suicide prevention centres have been set up across Europe, providing early support and intervention: telephone crisis lines, training for front-line workers and general practitioners, support for survivors (friends and family who experience the death of someone by suicide), undertaking research and campaigning for raising public awareness to suicide.

“Further On” (Verder) (14) is a network that supports suicide survivors in Flanders (Belgium), made up of 15 support groups throughout the Flemish region that initiate and coordinate activities for suicide survivors to help them resolve their grief and pain. The network published a booklet (15) containing basic information on suicide bereavement and how to support survivors. This is freely distributed among GPs, hospitals, mental health centres, help lines, self-help groups, victim care centres and social services, and is announced in the media for the general public.

Other initiatives are a theatre play on survivorship that is presented across the country and a media award for journalists for responsible and respectful portrayal of suicide and suicide survivors. The network launched The Charter of the Rights of Suicide Survivors, which has been endorsed and translated by other organizations in Europe.

In Ukraine, a country with one of the highest male suicide rates (61.8 per 100 000) (16), the NGO Human Ecological Health (Odessa) works particularly with prison services and the Ukrainian army, offering training on suicide prevention for officers and medical doctors working in penitentiaries.
The survivor has the right:
• to know the truth about the suicide;
• to live, wholly, with joy and sorrow, free of stigma or judgment;
• to find support from relatives, friends, professionals and to place his/her experience at the service of the others;
• to never be as before: there is a life before the suicide, and a life afterwards.

In Serbia and Montenegro, the “Heart” association (Srce) (17) has been working for more than ten years in the region of Novi Sad, offering emotional support by telephone for people in crisis and organizing outreach programmes aimed at high-school adolescents.

Mental Health Europe (18), a European NGO, lobbies to heighten awareness of the burden of suicide and raise the profile of suicide prevention programmes at the policy-making level. It helps its member organizations, especially in central and eastern European countries, to take action and set up projects with national and local agencies, European academic and research groups, mental health service users and social organizations.
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11. Mental health of children and adolescents

“The international health community is concerned about the mental health status of our young. . . . It is a time bomb that is ticking and, without the right action now, millions of our children growing up will feel the effects.”

– Dr Hans Troedsson, former WHO Director for Child and Adolescent Health

Facing the challenges

Some 2 million young people in the European Region of WHO suffer from mental disorders ranging from depression to schizophrenia, and many of them receive no care or treatment. Yet child and adolescent mental health is essential for the building and maintenance of stable societies. Europe has a long tradition of leadership in the development of programmes to support the mental health of children and adolescents, but new challenges require enhanced efforts to meet the needs of the twenty-first century. Immigration, migration, changes in family structure, alterations in future opportunities for employment and the continuing stresses of conflict all impact on child and adolescent mental health and, ultimately, on the health of nations and the Region.

It is now recognized that many mental disorders seen in adulthood have their beginnings in childhood. The prevalence of many psychiatric problems such as depression and suicidal behaviour increases markedly in adolescence (1,2).

Worldwide, up to 20% of children and adolescents suffer from disabling mental health problems (3). Data suggest that the overall rate of children’s psychiatric problems has not increased over recent decades (4). However, self-reporting of depression has increased and new diagnoses have become prominent. Many of the disorders are recurrent or chronic.

Four per cent of 12–17-year-olds and nine per cent of 18-year-olds suffer from depression, making it one of the most prevalent disorders with wide-ranging consequences (5). Young girls are now diagnosed more frequently than in the past with mental disorders and particularly with depressive symptoms. Depression is associated with youth suicide, which is a major problem in many countries and the third leading cause of death in young people (3). Geller (6) reports that pre-pubertal major depressive disorder is associated with the diagnosis of bipolar disorder, major depressive disorder, substance use disorder
and suicide in adulthood. The use of alcohol and drugs among adolescents has many consequences, but prominent among these is an association with suicide, other life-threatening behaviours such as violence, and road deaths. Rates for comorbidity – that is, the diagnosis of alcohol or drug use and a psychiatric disorder – appear to be increasing. The premorbid or prodromal phase of schizophrenia often starts in adolescence, and early detection and treatment may lead to a better prognosis (7).

Some disorders
Two of the more common and widely discussed diagnoses are post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and hyperkinetic disorder or attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). In some areas of Europe, notably the Balkans, the diagnosis of PTSD is now common. The elements associated with making this diagnosis illustrate the complexity of understanding childhood disorders and their consequences. It is likely that the context of conflict and stress fosters the manifestation of the disorder, but family factors, the ability of communities to respond and past psychiatric illness all have an impact. Likewise, the diagnosis of hyperkinetic disorder or ADHD is now prominent in many clinical settings, but it remains a controversial diagnosis surrounded with concerns about context. The use of standardized diagnostic criteria lapses in the absence of adequately trained personnel, and the diagnosis can be symptomatic of family dysfunction, rather than individual psychopathology, and may reflect inadequacies in the educational system. Leibson (8) shows that the nine-year median medical costs for children with a diagnosis of ADHD were US$ 4306, compared with US$ 1944 for those without this disorder, owing to higher rates of emergency health care and visits for outpatient care to primary care clinicians. These costs did not include those for psychiatric or other mental health professional care.

Conduct disorder has been studied in a number of settings. It is one of the most common diagnoses of mental disorder made in young people. In the United Kingdom, the prevalence of conduct disorders is reported to be 7.4% in boys and 3.2% in girls. The rates are higher in poorer areas, in single-parent families and in unemployed households (9). The prevalence of the disorder has increased fivefold over the past 70 years in western countries (10). The importance of this diagnosis, which can be made at an early age, is in its implications for the development of later psychopathology and, in particular, delinquency. The diagnosis is associated with adult criminality, marital problems, poor employee relations, unemployment and poor physical health (11). Conduct disorder can predict educational underachievement, substance use and dependence, anxiety, depression and suicide. Between 25% and 40% of children diagnosed go on to develop dissocial personality disorder in adulthood.

Eating disorders have also gained prominence in recent years. They have been diagnosed in 1% of the population in the United Kingdom. Anorexia nervosa
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and bulimia nervosa are commonly thought to be related to western attitudes towards body shape, weight and dieting behaviour. In fact, studies support this assumption but also note that, when exposed to western attitudes, individuals from other backgrounds develop eating disorders at rates comparable to their western contemporaries (12, 13). Eating disorders must be seen as disorders with lifelong consequences. A study of college students found that 21.6% of females with eating disorders still met the clinical criteria 10 years later (14).

Obtaining essential services is a fundamental right highlighted in the European Social Charter (15), yet recent surveys on services for children and adolescents report considerable qualitative and quantitative differences in the existence and level of services across the European Region. A survey of 31 European countries concluded that the provision of services and the number of child psychiatrists varied widely across the Region (16), the latter ranging from 1 per 5300 people under the age of 20 to 1 per 51 800 for the same population group. The presence of clinical personnel to provide child psychiatric services varies in relation to income level (16, 17). The WHO Atlas project (17) has documented that 23% of countries have no programmes for children. Only 10–15% of young people with mental health problems receive help from the existing child mental health services. The provision of specialist help varies widely: for example, Finland and France have 1 specialist in child psychiatry for every 10 000 people under the age of 20, while the United Kingdom has 1 for every 30 000 and Serbia and Montenegro, 1 for every 50 000 or more.

Social impact
The presence in society of children and adolescents who are “at risk” or manifest mental disorders leads to destabilizing conditions in society as a whole. The diagnosis of conduct disorder and the presence of mental disorders, coupled with the use and abuse of alcohol and illicit drugs, are associated with violence, criminality, other antisocial behaviours and the inability of the individuals concerned to develop into productive citizens of countries and communities.

Funding
Funding for mental health services, and for child and adolescent mental health services in particular, has varied throughout Europe. In the past, with strong economies in the Nordic region and western Europe, access to high-quality services in those countries was relatively easy, with few restrictions. In the communist era, eastern European countries had services that were relatively easy to access, although their quality could not always be verified. Now, with moves towards privatization and a downturn in some economies, access to services has become much more of a problem. The introduction of “managed care” and various insurance schemes, often based on experiences from western Europe, has distorted previously functioning, albeit more costly, services.
The WHO Atlas survey has shown that “self pay” is too often the only way for families to get the care needed for their children or adolescents with mental disorders. This obviously limits access. Countries have quite variable schemes for the provision of needed services, with some moving away from state-supported universal care. Access to medication, particularly newer medications with potentially more benefit, is limited when they must be paid for by those who often can least afford to do so.

Building solutions

Some far-reaching recommendations were made at a meeting on the mental health of children and adolescents, held in Luxembourg in September 2004. The meeting was organized jointly by the European Commission, the Ministry of Health of Luxembourg and the WHO Regional Office for Europe, and the conclusions stressed the importance of giving greater priority and allocating appropriate funding to the mental health of infants, children and adolescents, including it in national plans as part of national public health policy (18). They also stressed the use of community-based initiatives, training and user involvement. The meeting’s recommendations are reflected in the Mental Health Action Plan for Europe.

Europe must move away from the vestiges of outdated modes of care, wherever they exist. Where possible, children and adolescents should be treated in the least restrictive and least stigmatizing environments. Mental health systems need to be tailored to the conditions of the particular country. The goal must be to develop a continuum of care that includes adequate inpatient services and accessible, appropriate outpatient programmes.

Addressing mental disorders and promoting mental health for children and adolescents in Europe has to be seen within the framework of respect for the human rights of those affected, as reflected in the European Social Charter.

Furthermore, to prevent the development of disorders, educational initiatives should be undertaken to inform parents, educators, health care providers and others about child and adolescent mental health issues.

With newer diagnostic techniques, more standardization in the processes of diagnosis, and a better appreciation of environmental, biological and family factors, relevant diagnoses can be made that lead to appropriate treatment options. To bring child and adolescent mental health services to a level where they can meet the documented need for diagnosis and treatment, capacity must be enhanced. The development of training programmes and support for educational initiatives will be fostered by drawing up appropriate policies for child mental health in the European Region. To this end, WHO has recently published Child and adolescent mental health policies and plans (19), a manual that provides guidance on needs assessment, the provision of rational services and the development of accountable and sustainable governance. Child and adolescent mental health should be explicitly included in national action plans for mental health, and the relevant
sections drawn up in collaboration with the ministries responsible for education, insurance and social affairs to ensure an adequate multisectoral response.

Prevention is a key element of child and adolescent mental health services. The prevention of disorders is evidently both cost saving and in the best interests of the child, the family and the community. Much has been achieved in developing preventive programming, but the resultant programmes are not yet widely disseminated and supported. Prevention and promotion in relation to child mental health are essential. They form part of a more holistic approach to the care of children that needs to incorporate mental health concerns.

While child and adolescent mental health issues receive a great deal of media attention and are often the focus of discussion in relation to education and the criminal justice system, financial and legislative support for child and adolescent mental health services and training has lagged significantly behind in the European Region. Current efforts in economic and health care reform threaten relatively well-developed services and training functions in high-income countries. In low-income countries, the safety net of services for those in need has been eroded in the course of economic and political reforms. A way must be found to support adequate services; if this is not done, societies will be hit by the adult consequences of unrecognized and untreated child and adolescent mental disorders.

Europe has initiated and needs to continue or expand collaborative efforts in training. The guidelines for professional training produced by the European Union of Medical Specialists clearly encourage high-quality responsive care. These guidelines need to be universally supported to ensure common standards and approaches to clinical care. The European Commission’s Tempus programme provides a model for collaborative training efforts between more developed programmes and programmes being established.

**Some examples**

In Marburg, Germany, a mobile child mental health service was used to provide follow-up for patients who had been previously hospitalized, new child psychiatric consultations on site and supervision of institutions for children. The mobile team consisted of three professionals: a child psychiatrist, a psychologist and a social worker. The team was able to reach people unable or unwilling to come to a major referral centre. The mobile team made it possible to deliver quality care in an effective and efficient manner where it would not otherwise have been available (20).

The Effective Family Project (21) in Finland is a preventive intervention that provides health and social services to support families in order to prevent children’s disorders. It seeks to build bridges between child and adult psychiatry and social work. Methods used include an intervention to support the development of resilience in children by helping them to understand parental disorder. “Let’s talk about children” adopts a psychoeducational approach that involves parents
in a discussion of relevant clinical issues. The programme trains professionals to master the methods and to become trainers.

Telefono Azzurro is a national telephone helpline for the prevention of child abuse in Italy. It gives children and adolescents the possibility of speaking anonymously when they have been exposed to violence. The caller receives immediate telephone support and referral to an appropriate resource for further care. If a child is deemed to be in immediate danger, the case is reported, with consent, to the appropriate authority. The programme is now being replicated in many countries.

A group therapy programme at Timisoara Clinic in Romania has for many years used myth as a catalyst for therapeutic interventions with adolescents. Myth incorporates themes about the meaning of life, which is a core issue for many young people showing signs of depression and suicidal ideation. The groups bring individuals together to foster therapeutic interaction but also serve as a forum for confrontation regarding the symbolism of myth. A psychotherapist monitors the group interaction, but the main leader is an adolescent trained to serve as an “opening catalyser”. Groups are held throughout the school year with a mix of teenagers identified as symptomatic. The core activity involves the use of psychodrama and analysis of the young people’s own “scripts”.

The Psychological Education Service Centre in Norway serves children diagnosed with autism spectrum disorders (ASD). This counselling service examines the needs of the child and advises kindergartens and schools. In Norway, every child with a disability or learning disorder is entitled to a special education programme. The programme is designed in cooperation with parents, teachers and experts from the Centre. Children with ASD receive early intervention and special education in kindergartens and nursery schools. Older children receive individualized interventions based on the desire to promote inclusion. People with ASD often have several other medical and psychiatric problems. The National Autism Network of Norway has established centres to provide services to people with ASD and severe psychiatric problems.

**Stakeholder involvement**

There is a high level of stakeholder involvement in issues related to child and adolescent mental health. The trend has been towards involvement focused on specific conditions or diagnoses. While this approach helps to disseminate information on specific disorders and to enhance advocacy efforts, it may detract from efforts to support the more general need for services and training in the field of child and adolescent mental health.

Autism Europe (23) is an NGO that is a prime example of a disorder-specific group composed primarily of parent organizations. Its individual members include many professionals and it collaborates with professional organizations. Autism Europe has become an authoritative source of information. It is also a
very effective advocacy group, using both legal challenges and media publicity to highlight the needs of young autistic people and their families.

Partnership for Children (24) was established in 2001 to promote the mental and emotional health of children and young people. The Partnership took over the Zippy’s Friends programme, pioneered in Denmark and Lithuania by Befrienders International. It teaches 6- and 7-year-olds how to cope with difficulties and is built around a set of stories associated with activities that lead to the enhancement of coping skills. The aim is to reinforce the mental and emotional health of all children.

The European Society for Child and Adolescent Psychiatry (25) brings together professionals throughout Europe to promote professional development, information dissemination and advocacy. Its congresses provide a forum for professionals from the different mental health disciplines to exchange new knowledge. The Society also sponsors professional training.

FOCUS (26) is a project that promotes effective practice in child and adolescent mental health. Its main emphasis is on the dissemination of information to support an evidence-based approach to practice for all professional groups and in all service settings.

The International Association for Child and Adolescent Psychiatry and Allied Professions (27) is an umbrella organization for national child psychiatry and allied professional organizations. This NGO, which is in official relations with WHO, has promoted the development of child mental health services in eastern Europe, fostered child mental health as a human right, and established programmes to promote the development of child mental health research through a variety of training initiatives.
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12. Access to good primary care in mental health

“I’d had a miscarriage which caused me to have a breakdown. I didn’t know it was a breakdown but I went to my doctor and explained how I felt. He said there was nothing he could do for me, he had all these patients to see and perhaps the nurse could get me a cup of tea …”

– Pauline Lee, interviewed in Open up (1)

Facing the challenges
Primary health care (PHC) is an important setting in which to introduce treatment and care for people with mental disorders. This:

- helps to reduce the stigma associated with seeking help from stand-alone mental health services;
- facilitates the early identification and treatment of such disorders and thus reduces disability;
- increases the possibility of providing care in the community and the opportunities for community involvement in care;
- importantly, improves access to mental health care among underserved populations.

The capacity of primary health care to provide effective services to people with mental disorders must be strengthened.

Mental disorders are prevalent in PHC
There is a high prevalence of mental disorders among people who attend PHC facilities. In a WHO study of 15 facilities across the world, the prevalence of mental disorders (as defined in the tenth revision of the International Classification of Diseases) among consecutive primary care attenders was 24% (2). In addition, people with mental disorders usually present to primary care physicians with physical symptoms. In this study, 69% of patients with mental disorders presented in this way.

Services in PHC are poorly developed
Treatment and care for people with mental disorders at PHC level is highly variable across the WHO European Region, with some people receiving excellent services,
but others receiving no care at all. In addition, only 14% of low-income countries report having treatment facilities for severe mental disorders in PHC (3). Almost a fifth of people with schizophrenia, half of people with depression and over 90% of those abusing alcohol are not receiving treatment, despite evidence of cost-effective interventions to reduce the suffering of individuals, families and society (3). The presence of treatable disorders that receive inadequate care represents not only a huge personal and social burden for individuals but also a significant economic burden for countries in the European Region.

Primary care needs to develop the capacity and competence to detect and treat people with common (and some severe) mental health problems, while referring complex cases to specialist mental health services in community and hospital settings.

It is therefore essential that PHC workers (whether doctors or nurses) have the skills to detect mental disorders, treat them appropriately and refer to specialist services where necessary. Currently there are wide variations across the Region in the number of personnel receiving training and in the extent of the training they receive. The provision of mental health training for PHC personnel does not correlate with national income levels: some 71% of upper-middle-income countries make this provision, whereas only 62% of high-income countries do so (3). Financial resources are thus not the only obstacle to mental health training for PHC personnel.

Building solutions
For countries with limited mental health service resources, delivering such services through PHC is one of the most effective and viable ways of improving access to mental health care (4). Mental health services therefore need to be provided through PHC to achieve the following aims in service provision and skill development.

Service provision

Identify mental disorders
PHC personnel can help identify mental disorders, especially common ones. There is a significant association between mental and physical disorders, so PHC personnel have the opportunity to do this when people seek help for physical health problems.

Provide basic medication and psychotherapeutic interventions
PHC personnel can provide psychotropic medication and simple psychotherapeutic interventions for common (and some severe) mental disorders. In particular, people with chronic stable mental disorders who reside in the community and need continuing psychotropic medication and psychotherapeutic interventions can be helped by primary care services without requiring repeated visits to specialist services. This has a dual advantage: it is easier for patients, as primary
care services tend to be geographically more accessible and less expensive, and it reduces the burden on specialist mental health services, which are better used to provide specialist treatment and carry out supervision and training activities.

Prevent mental disorders and promote mental health
A wide range of strategies is available to promote mental health and prevent disorders. PHC facilities offer an excellent opportunity for preventive and promotive activities, particularly targeting factors that determine or maintain ill health. For example, the psychosocial and cognitive development of infants depends on their interaction with their parents. Interventions that enhance the quality of these relations, during perinatal and early childhood contact with primary care services, can substantially improve the emotional, social, cognitive and physical development of children (5).

Refer complex cases to specialist mental health services
PHC facilities can function as an entry point as well as a referral point for mental health care. They can make appropriate referrals to specialist mental health services, after preliminary identification and treatment of presenting problems. This has many advantages: people can avoid unnecessary visits to specialist services, which are usually less accessible and tend to have higher direct and indirect treatment costs; and, when they are referred to a specialist service, these referrals are better directed, thus saving effort and costs in finding the appropriate service for their specific problem. Health services benefit too, because appropriate referrals reduce wastage of scarce financial and human resources.

The referral system should be operated in consultation with the district and regional health services. Regular meetings of service providers should be held in order to review and improve the referral system and to evaluate how the needs of people with mental disorders are being met. Even where specialist mental health services are well developed it is important to improve coordination between them and primary care facilities.

Provide family and community education
There is evidence that people are more likely to adhere to treatment plans if they understand their illness and its treatment. Knowledge about the symptoms and natural history of a disorder and the effective treatments has been shown to improve outcome (6). PHC personnel are well placed to deliver simple family psychoeducation in the course of routine clinical work, as well as specific interventions for certain disorders.

Provide crisis intervention
Primary care services are best placed to provide crisis intervention, because they are usually the first point of contact with health care services. Crisis intervention
can prevent the development of full-blown episodes of illness, as well as the deterioration of pre-existing disorders. Primary care services can provide clinic-based as well as outpatient crisis intervention. They are also well placed to involve secondary-level mental health services, if required. Importantly, in the context of natural disasters or acts of violence, PHC personnel and aid workers can provide information, education, guidance and treatment for trauma victims.

Collaborate with other sectors
People with mental disorders have multiple needs related to health, welfare, employment, housing, criminal justice and education. In addition to strong referral links within the health sector, collaboration with other sectors is required to meet these needs.

Development of skills
The integration of mental health into PHC is a complex process that requires training, supervision and workforce development.

Training
First and foremost, integration requires the training of PHC personnel in primary mental health care. Primary care workers have to assume increasing responsibilities for the promotion of mental health and the provision of mental health services. Health workers in training institutions and those already in the field have to be oriented towards the provision of services in the primary care setting. They must have the necessary competencies to provide such services. Some of the key competencies required are in the areas of:

- diagnosis and treatment of mental disorders
- counselling, support and psychoeducation
- advocacy
- crisis intervention.

Supervision
PHC personnel must be adequately supervised if integration is to succeed. Mental health professionals should be regularly available to primary care staff, to give advice on the management and treatment of people with mental disorders. Lack of supervision can lead to a high rate of inappropriate referrals to specialist services for minor problems. A member of the mental health team in the secondary care service should regularly visit the primary care team, to discuss difficulties in management and to provide advice on interventions to be carried out by primary care personnel.

Workforce development
The process of integrating mental health into primary care requires close collaboration with existing primary care personnel. They may resist taking on these
new functions: for example, questioning their role in managing mental disorders. Such concerns need to be carefully addressed and expectations clarified during training and negotiations. The time factor has to be taken into consideration if primary care staff are to devote themselves adequately to mental health work. In many countries, they are overburdened and expected to deliver multiple health care programmes, albeit mainly concerned with physical disorders. In such situations, numbers of primary care staff must be increased so they can take on additional mental health work.

An example
Training GPs in mental health skills has been shown to have clear benefits. In Sweden, successful training led to fewer hospitalizations and a reduction in the suicide rate among the population served by the trained GPs (7). The reduction in the suicide rate was not maintained at three-year follow-up, however, possibly indicating the need for ongoing training, supervision or support (8).

Stakeholder involvement
Other key groups have several opportunities to become involved in the integration of mental health into PHC.

Consumer groups, family groups and advocacy organizations can:
- influence policy and service planning to provide more accessible mental health services through PHC;
- sensitize the general public about the need for high-quality services in PHC;
- provide education and support to people with mental disorders who attend PHC facilities.

Foundations can:
- support the development of mental health services in PHC, for example, in pilot sites;
- support research to develop effective mental health interventions at primary care facilities.

Academic institutions can:
- provide appropriate evidence-based mental health training for primary care personnel;
- develop research into care at the primary level and effective mental health interventions at primary care facilities;
- provide specialist supervision for both the planning and delivery of mental health services through primary care.
Professional societies can:

- set quality standards and provide accreditation for professionals working in primary mental health care;
- supporting the change of roles among PHC staff from working predominantly with physical disorders to a more holistic approach to health care that incorporates both physical and mental health.
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13. Mental health care in community-based services

“Community mental health services are needed to provide care to people with mental disorders in the communities where they live and work. These services should replace outdated psychiatric asylums, which remove sufferers from society, increase stigma and do not provide cost-effective care.”  
– Dr Matthijs Muijen, Regional Adviser for Mental Health, WHO Regional Office for Europe

Facing the challenges

For many years, people with mental disorders have been removed from their communities and kept in psychiatric hospitals or institutions. A great deal of evidence from around the world (1) indicates that these institutions lead to further stigmatization of patients, are often associated with human rights abuses and can lead to further deterioration in mental health.

In response to pressures to develop new patient-oriented models of care, some countries in Europe have begun to develop community-based mental health services. Good evidence shows that these community mental health services are both more clinically effective (2,3) and more cost-effective (4,5). They provide an ethical basis for care that respects the rights of people with mental disorders. They also allow for the delivery of care near to the places where people live and work and therefore improve the accessibility of services. Furthermore, people who receive such services indicate their preference for community over hospital-based care (6,7).

WHO and other mental health and human rights experts have stated that many countries have not gone far enough and need to develop more community services, with better infrastructure and support systems (1). Mental health services are still too often provided in institutions, with little choice for patients and carers. Many people suffering from severe mental health problems, particularly vulnerable and marginalized people, experience difficulties gaining access to and remaining in contact with services. Service structures and processes should offer evidence-based care that as far as possible keeps the patient in the community.

Every country in Europe can improve its provision of community mental health services. Currently 28% of countries in Europe do not have any community-based mental health services (8). There is wide variability according to levels of economic...
development. Only 33% of low-income European countries have community-based mental health services, while 91% of high-income countries have such services. Among the countries that report having community services, the actual extent of service coverage also varies widely.

As some countries move towards deinstitutionalization, there is concern that bed reductions have proceeded in advance of the development of community-based services, leaving both hospital and community services underresourced. In London, a review of mental health services concluded that the balance between hospital and community services was inappropriate. There were now too few beds to admit patients to, and too few community residential places to which inpatients could be discharged (9). In Austria, Germany, Luxemburg and Switzerland, while psychiatric bed numbers have been reduced, there have been political and financial constraints on these reductions and on the development of appropriate care in general hospital and community settings (10).

**Building solutions**

To address the multiple needs of people with mental disorders, a range of community mental health services needs to be planned and coordinated. In countries where large psychiatric institutions still prevail, these should be downscaled, in parallel with the development of community services.

Community mental health services can include a wide array of settings and different levels of care provided by mental health professionals and para-professionals, usually working in multidisciplinary teams. Such services need:

- to provide community-based rehabilitation and treatment programmes;
- to develop specialist mental health services to treat and care for people with severe mental health problems in the community;
- to offer residential services;
- to provide crisis intervention services;
- to provide education and training;
- to collaborate with other community- and hospital-based service providers;
- to conduct research;
- to link with other sectors.

The aim of **community-based programmes** is to assist people with mental disorders to live a full community life. There are many models of community-based service provision, such as case management, hospital diversion programmes, intensive home support and outreach services. All these models have their strengths and weaknesses, and the choice of a particular model in a country depends on various factors including the sociocultural context, how health services are organized and the availability of financial and human resources.

**Specialist teams** need to be organized. Examples are specialist community services to care for people with severe problems such as schizophrenia, bipolar
affective disorder, dementia and severe depression. These services need to be accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and should be delivered by multidisciplinary staff.

Community mental health services need to include therapeutic and supervised residential services, on their own or in collaboration with other services such as social services and housing departments. These arrangements vary from country to country, depending on the particular context of social and health care provision.

Crisis intervention services need to be provided in association with primary care providers, who are usually the first “port of call” in a crisis. This requires good referral and linkage systems with primary care services, as well as with mental health services in general hospitals. In some countries, community mental health teams also provide home-based intensive crisis intervention services through mobile and outreach crisis teams. Hospital diversion programmes in other countries try to divert people in crisis from a hospital admission to other community-based facilities such as crisis shelters.

Community mental health services are usually involved in the education and training of staff for their own services, as well as of primary health care staff and mental health professionals working in general hospitals.

Community mental health services need to develop good intersectoral collaboration, because people with mental disorders have complex needs that cut across service sectors. Links need to be established with primary health care services and with services provided through general hospital settings.

Community mental health services need to participate in research, especially in the area of service delivery: for example, by investigating the effectiveness of different models of service delivery. Community mental health services have first-hand knowledge of delivering community-based services, and this can usefully feed into the framing of research priorities and questions.

People with mental disorders have multiple needs related to health, welfare, employment, housing, criminal justice and education. For these reasons, community mental health services need to work collaboratively with other sectors and establish clear referral pathways, mutual supervision and training.

Some examples
As an example of deinstitutionalization, the psychiatric hospital population in Austria declined from 12 000 in 1974 to 5000 in 2000. In community-based services such as day hospitals, crisis intervention services and hostels for people with mental disorders, multidisciplinary teamwork prevails. In some parts of the country there are procedures for the systematic supervision of such teams (11).

In Emilia-Romagna, Italy, the substantial reduction in bed numbers following the introduction of psychiatric service reforms in 1978 was accompanied by considerable growth in community services. By 1994, in a population of 4 million people, community services included 145 community mental health centres,
48 day treatment or rehabilitation centres, 12 general hospital psychiatric wards, 3 university psychiatric clinics, 24 staffed hostels, and 123 supervised apartments, not to mention 7 private psychiatric clinics (12).

In the Norwegian mental health programme, deinstitutionalization has been promoted and greater emphasis placed on community-based psychiatry, where treatment is given closer to the patient’s normal living environment and primary health care services. Around the country, district psychiatric centres are being established as community-based outpatient clinics. This community mental health model represents a form of all-round psychiatric practice and consists of a network of services that offer continuing treatment, accommodation, and occupational and social support, which together enable people with mental disorders to maintain or achieve an acceptable social role (11).

**Stakeholder involvement**

Other key groups have several opportunities to become involved in the development of community mental health care.

Consumer groups, family groups and advocacy organizations can:

- influence policies and legislation to improve community services for people with mental disorders;
- sensitize the general public about the need to integrate people with mental disorders into normal community life;
- provide education and support to people with mental disorders living in the community;
- organize informal community mental health services such as counselling, self-help services, drop-in centres, assistance with activities of daily living, community reintegration, case management, outreach programmes and crisis services;
- provide disease prevention and health promotion services, such as school-based mental health promotion programmes;
- identify and campaign against outdated and inhuman forms of treatment, poor service delivery, inaccessible care and involuntary treatment.

Foundations can:

- support the development of community mental health care projects;
- support research into cost-effective community-based interventions.

Academic institutions can:

- provide appropriate evidence-based training for mental health workers in community mental health care;
- conduct research to evaluate the effectiveness of a variety of community-based interventions;
• provide specialist supervision for both the delivery and planning of community mental health services.

Professional societies can:
• set quality standards and provide accreditation for professionals working in community mental health care;
• support the change of roles among mental health staff from working in predominantly institutional settings to predominantly community-based settings.
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14. Human resources and training for mental health

The shift from an institution-based service to a community-oriented model is more than merely a change in the place of care. It involves different values, a new style of practice, the adoption of unfamiliar roles and responsibilities and the acquisition of new skills.

Facing the challenges
An available and skilled workforce is essential if a country is to respond adequately to the substantial burden of mental disorders. There can be no mental health care without the necessary human resources. Worryingly, most European countries face significant workforce shortages and need to develop skilled workforces to ensure the delivery of effective and efficient mental health services.

Inadequate supply of mental health workers
Most countries in Europe have a shortage of skilled mental health workers. While the average number of psychiatrists (9.0 per 100 000 population) and psychiatric nurses (27.5 per 100 000 population) reported by European countries is higher than in other regions of the world, the distribution within Europe is irregular, with the available workforce largely concentrated in a few high-income countries (1). The availability of other mental health specialists such as psychologists and social workers is also very variable.

European workforce
In the WHO European Region, the number of psychiatrists per 100 000 population ranges from 1.8 to 25, the number of psychiatric nurses, from 3 to 104 and the number of psychologists working in mental health, from 0.1 to 96 (2).

The size and quality of the available workforce is influenced by factors such as low investment in mental health services, poor working conditions, limited resources for training and education and the migration of mental health workers from low- and middle-income countries to high-income countries. In addition, mental health workers often experience stigma and discrimination from colleagues in other sectors and the general public.
Mental health workers often underskilled

Many mental health workers are underskilled, and there is an urgent need to improve workers’ competencies to meet the future needs of the mental health system. For example, many nursing education programmes have limited mental health content, and much of what is provided focuses on institutional models of care. Many countries have no specialist education at all for nurses in mental health and limited continuing education programmes (3).

Training in mental health is also urgently needed for family doctors and other primary care workers. Providing mental health services in PHC enables the largest number of people to get fast and easy access to services (see Chapter 12). Unfortunately, many primary care workers lack the confidence and skills to recognize and treat mental disorders. Training is also likely to improve the treatment in PHC of people who have more severe mental disorders, a necessity if countries are to implement community-based mental health treatment and care.

### Primary care training in Belarus

Between 1999 and 2001, Belarus trained about 720 primary care professionals in mental health. Psychiatric care is being shifted from inpatient to outpatient and integrated into the care provided by family doctors (1).

### Uneven distribution in countries

Mental health workers are often unevenly distributed in countries, concentrated in urban settings and close to large inpatient facilities. This contributes to inequity, effectively preventing large segments of the population from accessing mental health care. Problems also arise when a disproportionate number of mental health workers are only available in the private sector.

### Inefficient roles

Traditional roles of mental health workers are often inefficient, focusing on high-cost treatments for small numbers of patients. In most countries, the majority of mental health workers are employed in psychiatric hospitals that provide institutional care for a small number of people with mental health problems. Training and support to reorient the roles of mental health workers is an essential component of the redevelopment of mental health services.

### Changing models of care

Ethical and scientific considerations have given impetus to the transfer of mental health care from mental hospitals to PHC, general hospitals and a range of community services. The aim is to enhance the accessibility and acceptability of services, achieve better outcomes and ensure the rational use of resources (4). These changes to the delivery of mental health services have significant human
resource implications. Staff currently working in mental hospitals need training to adopt more recovery-focused treatments so that they can prepare people for discharge from hospital; community mental health workers need to be trained; and primary care workers require education and support so that they can identify and treat people with mental disorders.

**Recruitment and retention**

The inadequate supply of mental health workers underscores the importance not only of encouraging the recruitment of new workers but also of retaining existing staff. The inclusion of mental health within general health training programmes is essential to ensure that primary care workers have the necessary confidence and skills. Exposure to mental health settings during training also provides an important opportunity to identify and support health workers with an interest in mental health.

Retaining staff not only ensures the availability of an adequate workforce, it is also cost-effective, as it reduces the costs associated with high staff turnover. A wide variety of retention strategies that focus on the personal, professional and organizational needs of the employee should be considered. For example, improving salary and conditions, developing career pathways for mental health workers and providing opportunities for professional development are all effective strategies for improving the retention of staff.

**Stigma and discrimination**

The stigma and discrimination associated with mental disorders have been widely documented. Human resource and training policies must recognize the impact of stigma and discrimination on people and their families, so that mental health workers can be equipped with strategies to redress the situation. This issue should be addressed in training programmes that also include service user and family perspectives. In addition, it is important to recognize that the stigma and discrimination experienced by mental health workers themselves affect the size and quality of the workforce. This problem can be tackled by ensuring that employment conditions in mental health services are equivalent to those in general health care and by introducing education on mental health in general health training programmes.

**Involving users and carers**

Involving service users and their families is an important part of the mental health reform process. The mental health system exists for people with mental disorders and their families, and they can and should make important contributions to defining what works and how the mental health system can be improved. The evidence also demonstrates that the active involvement of people with mental disorders and their families improves the quality of services and care provided.
They should also be actively involved in the development and delivery of education, to give mental health workers a better understanding of their needs.

In addition, families assume a great part of the responsibility for caring for people with mental disorders, and this is likely to increase with the movement towards deinstitutionalization and community care. Access to training for families will enhance their understanding, knowledge and skills, and greatly influence the quality of care and support they give to people with mental disorders.

**Multidisciplinary approaches**

An effective mental health workforce needs to include both professional and non-professional workers from a range of different backgrounds. People with mental disorders have multiple needs, and it is effective for workers with different skills to work together in teams to respond to those needs. Training in mental health should be available to a wide variety of professional and nonprofessional groups and include education on effective teamwork.

**Psychosis teams in Finland**

Finland has established multidisciplinary psychosis teams in every catchment area to provide active intervention and family support to people newly diagnosed with psychosis (1).

**Labour practices**

Labour practices should conform to existing legislation and protocols on labour in the country and should ensure the rights of mental health workers. Specific issues that require attention include staff selection, potential affirmative action, induction, deployment, unionization, conflict management and licensing (5).

**Building solutions**

To build up a sufficient and competent mental health workforce by 2008, countries need to undertake the following actions:

- develop a national human resource strategy for mental health that:
  - identifies the human resource needs for the provision of mental health services to the population;
  - identifies existing staff in the generic and specialist workforce and the need to reorient their roles and responsibilities;
  - identifies the need for new staff roles and responsibilities across the specialist and generic workforce employed in the health sector and other relevant areas, such as the education and justice sectors;
  - identifies strategies to encourage the recruitment of new mental health workers and enhance the retention of existing workers, and ensures an equitable distribution of mental health workers;
• plan and fund, in partnership with colleges and universities, programmes addressing the training needs of existing and newly recruited staff, with plans considering the issue of lack of expertise in new technologies of present trainers and including a “train the trainers” programme;
• include mental health in the curricula of all health professionals and design continuing professional education and training programmes for the workforce;
• include service user and family input into human resource planning, education and training.

Some examples

United Kingdom
The National Institute for Mental Health in England has recently released a National Mental Health Workforce Strategy. Its purpose is to ensure that there is a sufficient number of mental health workers with the appropriate capabilities, sufficiently motivated and well led to meet the needs of people who use mental health services and their families. The document sets out key workforce targets and describes the responsibilities of different authorities in meeting them (6).

Slovenia
The Slovenian Association for Mental Health (ŠENT) has initiated a training programme for service users, their families and mental health workers that includes basic education about mental health and mental disorders; care management, self-help, human rights and rights of users of mental health services, legal procedures, team and multidisciplinary work, social skills training and vocational rehabilitation. The programme has increased public awareness about mental health and improved communication between users, families and service providers (7).

European Forum of National Nursing and Midwifery Associations
Founded in 1996, the Forum represents 26 nurses’ associations and 4.5 million nurses in Europe and fosters dialogue between nurses and WHO to promote health and health care in Europe. The Eighth Annual Meeting in 2004 focused on mental health and developed a consensus statement on mental health nursing and midwifery (8). The statement calls on governments, nurses and midwives to work together to enhance the skills of all health workers to respond to the mental health needs of individuals, families and communities.

Stability Pact for South Eastern Europe: mental health project
Strengthening social cohesion through community mental health services was one of the health topics of highest priority agreed in the Dubrovnik Pledge. The
initiative focuses on developing new and reinforcing existing community mental health services in south-eastern Europe, by establishing mental health policy and institutional links between stakeholders, including social organizations and NGOs, and education, research and community services. The project’s immediate objectives include developing a region-wide standardized training forum and collaboration network on community mental health and related multisectoral issues, and establishing a region-wide training curriculum for professionals in mental health, primary health care and social work.
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15. Mental health legislation

“It is time to frame the concerns of persons with mental disability not simply as a social problem, but as a human rights imperative.”
– Lawrence O. Gostin (1)

Facing the challenges

Widespread human rights violations against people with mental disorders

People with mental disorders are exposed to a wide range of human rights violations both within and outside the health care context. Violations often occur in psychiatric institutions through inadequate, degrading and harmful care and treatment, as well as unhygienic and inhuman living conditions. Issues related to consent to admission and treatment are often ignored; people are assumed to be incapable of making decisions on their admission and treatment because independent assessments of capacity are not undertaken. This means that people can be locked away for extensive periods of time, experience a lack of autonomy and restrictions in their freedom of movement and are excluded from society. This in turn reinforces the stigma surrounding mental illness.

The myths and misconceptions associated with mental disorders also negatively affect the day-to-day lives of people with mental disorders, leading to discrimination and the denial of even the most basic rights. Because of this stigma, people with mental disorders experience limitations in employment, education and housing. This in turn affects their ability to gain access to appropriate care, integrate into society and recover from their illness.

Need for progressive legislation

The vast majority (92%) of countries in the European Region have some mental health legislation. The mere existence of a mental health law, however, is not in and of itself a guarantee against human rights violations. Indeed, legislation in many countries is outdated and serves to take away rights rather than protect them. Recent cases presented before the European Court of Human Rights (2,3) – as well as a number of recent reports by NGOs (4–6) concerning human rights violations, particularly inhuman and degrading treatment and conditions, in psychiatric institutions – clearly indicate that many countries in Europe still have a long way
to go in promoting and protecting the rights of people with mental disorders in accordance with international and regional human rights standards.

Progressive legislation on mental health provides a legal framework to ensure that critical issues affecting the lives of people with mental disorders are addressed. Legislation can, among other things, prevent human rights violations and discrimination, promote human rights, encourage autonomy and liberty of people with mental disorders and promote access to mental health care and community integration. It also needs to balance the rights of the individual with the protection of the community in those rare instances of people’s posing a risk to others as a consequence of their mental health problems.

**Building solutions**
Countries need to develop mental health laws that respect the rights and meet the obligations set out in international and European human rights instruments. The majority of European countries have ratified the International Bill of Human Rights (the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and its two optional protocols) and/or the Council of Europe Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. These instruments create legally binding obligations on governments to respect, protect and fulfil the rights within them. In addition, both the European and United Nations human rights systems have a number of internationally agreed standards related to the rights of people with mental disorders. The United Nations *Principles for the protection of persons with mental illness and the improvement of mental health care* (1991) and the Council of Europe Recommendation 1235 (1994) on psychiatry and human rights are two such documents.

Some key issues to be considered when reforming a national mental health law are set out below.

**Improving access to quality mental health care in accordance with the principle of the least restrictive alternative**
Appropriate mental health services should be accessible, acceptable and of adequate quality. Legislation can make a difference in ensuring parity with other health care services and ensuring that what is provided is appropriate to people’s needs. In accordance with the principle of the least restrictive alternative, countries should take legislative and other necessary measures to increase opportunities for people with mental disorders to live fulfilling lives in the community by preventing inappropriate institutionalization and providing appropriate facilities, services, programmes, personnel and protection, as well as opportunities for people with mental disorders to thrive in the community.
Respecting the rights of users of mental health services

Some key rights of people with mental disorders include:

- the right to confidentiality
- the right to access to information
- rights and conditions in mental health facilities
- notice of rights.

Legislation should ensure that patients’ rights to confidentiality are respected, and should lay down penalties and sanctions for wilful breaches of confidentiality by professionals or mental health authorities. Legislation may outline the exceptional circumstances when confidentiality may be legally breached and ensure that patients and their personal representatives have the right to ask for judicial review of, or appeal against, decisions to release information.

Legislation should ensure that people with mental disorders have the right to free and full access to their clinical records and should also lay down the exceptional circumstances when access to this information may be restricted. Legislation may ensure that patients and their personal representatives have the right to ask for judicial review of, or appeal against, decisions to withhold information.

Legislation should guarantee patients who are living in mental health facilities protection from cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment. It should guarantee the provision of a safe and hygienic environment that includes facilities for leisure, recreation, education and religion, and that adequate provision is made for vocational rehabilitation in mental health facilities, to help patients prepare for community living once they leave. The environment should be structured so that patients’ privacy is protected as far as possible. Patients must not be forced to undertake work they do not wish to do and, when they do take up work, this should be appropriately remunerated.

Legislation should include provision for informing patients of their rights when interacting with mental health services. Notification of rights should take place as soon as possible. The information should be conveyed in such a way that patients are able to understand it.

Promoting voluntary admission and treatment

Free and informed consent should form the basis of treatment and rehabilitation for most people with mental disorders. Involuntary admission and treatment should be the exception and should happen only in very specific circumstances. Legislation should outline these exceptional circumstances and lay down procedures to be followed for involuntary admission and treatment. Each case of involuntary admission and treatment should be regularly reviewed by an independent review body, and patients should also have the right to appeal to this review body against their involuntary treatment or detention.
Discouraging the use of seclusion and restraints
Legislation should discourage the use of restraints and seclusion procedures in mental health facilities. To facilitate this, countries will need to develop their mental health infrastructure, as it is often a lack of resources that encourages staff to use these interventions. To protect against abuses, legislation may outline the exceptional circumstances when these procedures are permitted. Restraints and seclusion may be allowed when they are the only means available to prevent immediate or imminent harm to the patient or others, and should be used for the shortest period of time necessary.

Establishing review mechanisms to monitor and protect rights
Independent review bodies should be set up to protect the human rights of people with mental disorders. The functions of such bodies may include conducting regular inspections of mental health facilities. They should also review cases of involuntary admission and treatment, and receive appeals from patients.

Including mental health and human rights provisions in other laws
For people with mental disorders to lead productive lives within their communities, a range of laws that protect and promote their rights is needed. These include:

- antidiscrimination legislation: laws against discrimination that also promote affirmative action to protect vulnerable populations should include provisions concerning people with mental disorders;
- general health care legislation: people with mental disorders may need legislative protection in their interaction with the general health care system, covering access to treatment, quality of treatment offered, confidentiality, consent to treatment and access to information;
- housing legislation: legislation can incorporate provisions for giving people with mental disorders priority in state housing schemes and for setting up subsidized housing schemes, as well as for establishing a range of specialized housing facilities such as halfway homes and long-stay supported homes;
- employment legislation: legislation can include provisions for the protection of people with mental disorders from discrimination and exploitation in employment and promote equal employment opportunities, can promote return to the workplace for people who have experienced mental disorders and can ensure protection from dismissal from work solely on account of mental disorder;
- social security legislation: the payment of disability grants can represent a huge benefit for people with mental disabilities and should be encouraged through legislation;
Legislation

- civil issues: people with mental disorders have the right to exercise all civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights, which include the right to vote, marry, sign cheques and engage in other financial transactions, have children and maintain parental rights, and own property, as well as the right to religious freedom and practice, work and employment, education, freedom of movement and choice of residence, health, a fair trial and due process of law.

Implementing mental health legislation
Implementation issues are particularly challenging and need to be addressed at an early stage. Adequate funding must be provided to put the provisions of the law into effect. Engaging key stakeholders through consultation during the drafting and adoption stages will enhance the chances of effective implementation. In addition, awareness-raising, education and training activities are required to sensitize the public and the professionals in health, mental health and other areas who are affected by mental health law.

An example
Italian Law 180 on voluntary and compulsory health treatment, enacted in 1978, is an example of a shift from custody and incarceration to integration and rehabilitation of persons with mental disorders. This act emphasizes voluntary treatment of persons with mental disorders in the community and integrated health institutions, as opposed to segregated mental asylums. Patients are thus more able to integrate into community life.

Stakeholder involvement
For legislation to be effective, it is important that various stakeholders participate in its development and implementation. Some of these stakeholders and their roles include:

- consumer groups, family groups and advocacy organizations:
  - advocating better protection of the rights of people with mental disorders and their families, and the development of a progressive mental health law;
  - participating in the formulation and implementation of the mental health law;
  - conducting awareness-raising campaigns to sensitize the general public to mental health and human rights issues and to the provisions of the mental health law;
- foundations:
  - supporting the implementation of mental health legislation through, for example, mental health and human rights awareness-raising activities;
  - supporting the creation and activities of consumer, family and advocacy organizations;
• academic institutions:
  – incorporating training on mental health and human rights issues into undergraduate and postgraduate curricula for health and mental health professionals, including those in primary care;
  – conducting research activities to monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of mental health legislation;
• professional societies:
  – contributing to the elaboration of mental health legislation;
  – raising awareness of their constituency to mental health and human rights issues.
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16. Empowerment and mental health advocacy

“Advocacy is one of the most important pieces in the jigsaw of getting control of our own mental (ill) health, yet most people don’t really know what it means. In truth, I didn’t even know the word existed. I only found out by chance, a few years after I was first admitted to hospital, when I got some information about my diagnosis. I had no idea of the real use an advocate could be to me in my dealings with the mental health service until I was ‘well’ enough to find out for myself.” — Rachel Studley, a mental health service user/survivor

Facing the challenges

Advocacy

Advocacy is about empowerment, but it can also have a hugely beneficial effect on the improvement of mental health (1). Advocacy (2):

seeks to ensure that people are able to speak out to express their views and defend their rights. Advocacy is a process of supporting and enabling people to express their views and concerns, access information and services, defend and promote their rights and responsibilities and explore choices and options.

Service users, their families, NGOs, mental health workers, policy-makers and lately the media are all involved in mental health advocacy. The core group is the users of the services and their relatives, who are closest to the issue, the first to organize themselves and make their voices heard. This may be through dissemination of information, raising awareness, campaigning, education, training, mutual help, counselling and lobbying.

Empowerment and advocacy have been shown to reduce the duration of inpatient treatment and the number of visits to the health service; build self-esteem and feelings of well-being; enhance coping skills; strengthen social support networks; improve family relationships; further the development and implementation of programmes on mental health promotion, treatment and rehabilitation; contribute to improving and implementing mental health legislation; and improve public awareness of mental health issues (1).
The silent majority

The number of organizations of mental health service users, their carers and other advocates in civil society in Europe is impossible to estimate, but it has certainly grown. This has happened despite the existence of a silent majority of users who are not active in any sort of civil movement related to mental health. They are the quiet civilians, the teachers, doctors, bus drivers, salespeople, etc., who become ill and use services and medication without the disease interrupting their daily lives to the extent that they have to be hospitalized. At any given time, the silent majority, together with those who are labelled as mentally ill, may represent up to one in every four Europeans, or around 218 million people (3).

“I suffered myself in the mental health system and I feel as though I would be able to help others to defend their rights. … As somebody who was labelled ‘crazy’, I was afraid to express my feelings and thought that I had nothing to offer. Now I realise that I can offer so much.”

– Alkent Birko, Alternativa Association, Albania

The presence of NGOs in the European Region is approximately 90% – they are active in at least 46 of the 52 countries in the Region (4). However, this does not mean that local NGOs are active throughout the population or that users and carers are directly represented. Often in countries where civil society is still in its infancy, international NGOs help local user and carer NGOs to gain a voice for their empowerment and their own advocacy. NGOs in Europe are dynamic, broad and diverse, working for improved mental health and increased user and carer participation, empowerment, human rights and choice.

Human rights, effective services

The advocacy movement of mental health users and carers has grown up in response to the historic marginalization of people with mental disorders in Europe, which sometimes even now includes inhuman and degrading treatment such as exclusion, imprisonment, ridicule and inappropriate involuntary treatment. The movement has defended citizens’ rights against medical and governmental authorities and will continue to do so where human rights violations occur.

“It is like a cage in a zoo. Like a small prison. I felt confused and trapped and was not allowed out to eat or use the toilet. I had to pee through the cage once because I could not hold it in. My mouth was so dry I even attempted to drink my own urine.”

– Michel Celetka, patient in a cage bed in a psychiatric hospital in Europe, 2004

Some of the key issues that users and carers find important to advocate are:

- the right to autonomy and self-determination;
- the right to be free from torture and other inhuman or degrading treatment;
Empowerment and advocacy

• the right to acceptable and accessible services;
• the inclusion of user-led research, evaluation of services and training in the mental health field;
• the right for everyone to be recognized as a person before the law with no discrimination and no loopholes for discrimination in legislation and policy-making;
• the destigmatization of mental disorders;
• more inclusive, respectful and listening services with a chance for user involvement.

Building solutions

WHO has encouraged ministries of health in Member States to work in an egalitarian way with other stakeholders in the field towards a common goal of inclusion and improved mental health.

In a conclusion from a joint WHO and European Commission meeting on balancing mental health promotion and mental health care, held in Brussels in 1999, one of the common goals was to develop innovative and comprehensive, explicit mental health policies in consultation with all stakeholders, including users and carers, and respecting NGO and citizen contributions.

One of the ten overall recommendations in The world health report 2001. Mental health: new understanding, new hope (3) is that:

communities, families and consumers should be included in the development and decision-making of policies, programmes and services. This should lead to services being better tailored to people’s needs and better used. In addition, interventions should take account of age, sex, culture and social conditions, so as to meet the needs of people with mental disorders and their families.

The Athens Declaration (5) was signed at a WHO meeting for the countries of southern and south-eastern Europe in June 2001. It calls for cooperation between all sectors, including users and carers, in the field of mental health, man-made disasters, stigma and community care.

WHO set up the Global Council for Mental Health in 2002 as the first all-inclusive global partnership of constituencies of stakeholders in the area of mental health. Two of those constituencies are users and carers. The objectives of the Council are:

• to bring together different constituencies with a real interest in promoting mental health, preventing and treating mental disorders, to reach a common vision of the problem starting from diverse perspectives;
• to stimulate and support action aimed at raising awareness of the burden of mental disorders, the interventions available to reduce it and the pervasive effects of stigma and discrimination;
• to promote the implementation of the 10 recommendations of *The world health report 2001* (3) in all regions, and the adoption of the strategies put forward by the mental health Global Action Programme.

The road map of information and good intentions seems to be in place, but in need of implementation.

**What difference will the Action Plan make?**

The WHO Mental Health Action Plan for Europe acknowledges that a lack of empowerment of users and carers and poor advocacy hinder the delivery of care. It strongly commits countries to including mental health service users and carers in planning and implementing mental health services. On that basis, it encourages action to stimulate the creation and development of user- and carer-run organizations; the setting of standards of representation of users and carers on committees responsible for planning, delivery, review and inspection; and the introduction of a legal right to independent advocacy for people subject to involuntary care.

**Strategies for empowerment and advocacy**

Empowerment and advocacy strategies in the Action Plan are intended:

- to increase public awareness and advocacy to eradicate stigma and improve access;
- to empower the general population, especially vulnerable and marginalized groups, by producing targeted information that will allow them choice and involvement in their care, particularly addressing stress, depression, alcohol and substance misuse, and suicide;
- to organize and run agencies that empower and advocate on behalf of vulnerable people;
- to set up schemes to improve parenting, education and tolerance, and to tackle alcohol and drug misuse, violence and crime;
- to develop local services that target the needs of minority groups;
- to run help lines and Internet counselling for people in crisis, suffering from violence or at risk of suicide;
- to create employment opportunities for disabled people;
- to work with local media.

**Some examples**

**Multisectoral partnership on mental health promotion – A horizontal approach in Iceland**

Geðrækt (which means mental health promotion) was a project in Iceland, designed as a partnership between the three sectors of society: state, private and civil society (6,7). The cooperative project was run by the Icelandic Directorate of Health, the Icelandic Mental Health Alliance (an NGO), the Mental Health...
Cluster of the University Hospital and the Icelandic health care services. The structure of the project was based on the need to keep it independent, to follow its strategy of attracting most of its funding from the private sector. Private companies gave 75% of the total funding, with the remaining 25% coming from government ministries.

The approach that Geðrækt used can be described as a merging of the top-down and bottom-up approaches, with the policy aims of the top-down approach and an action-oriented bottom-up perspective. This has proved to be a promising method for state authorities to work through civil society in order to implement policy decisions and achieve set objectives.

An outcome-based survey of the project and people's knowledge of it was carried out by IMG Gallup two years after the project started. It showed that almost 50% of the nation had heard about Geðrækt and that more than 60% of those knew what it stood for.

The personal ombudsman system for psychiatric patients in Sweden

The personal ombudsman (PO) system came out of the reform of the Swedish psychiatric system in 1995. The PO is a professional, highly skilled person who works on behalf of the psychiatric patient only. The PO has no alliance with psychiatry, social services or any other authority, or with the patient’s relatives or other contacts. The PO does only what the client wants. It can take a long time before the client knows and has the courage to say what kind of help he or she wants. The PO builds up a long-term relationship with the client, in contrast to most traditional services where the psychiatric patient is sent from one person to another, often with little support.

The PO is especially focused on supporting those patients who are most hard to reach. POs are employed either by communities or by NGOs, with preference for the latter in order to avoid any suspicion about the PO’s loyalties.

In the province of Skåne in southern Sweden, with a population of 1.1 million, approximately 25 POs are employed by an independent user and family organization that supports about 400 seriously mentally ill people, of whom 75 are homeless (8).

The POs have guidelines for their work, including the following:

• the PO has a forty-hour working week but is prepared to work at any time, according to the client’s needs;
• the PO does not have an office because “office is power”;
• the PO works by building up a relationship. As many clients are suspicious and hard to reach, the PO has to go out and find them where they are, reaching them by making contact, developing communication, establishing relations, starting a dialogue and getting commissions;
• there is no bureaucratic or formal procedure required to get a PO;
• POs should be of various ethnic backgrounds to ensure that needs of psychiatric patients of ethnic minorities are met;
• a client should have the right to be anonymous to the authorities; the PO must respect this.

**Pathways to Policy**

The Hamlet Trust is an international NGO, based in the United Kingdom, that has run the Pathways to Policy programme in Armenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Estonia, Kyrgyzstan, Romania and Slovenia for more than three years (9). The programme aims to enable local NGOs to work with other local mental health stakeholders in order to exert a greater influence on local mental health policies, practices and procedures. The other stakeholders include professionals such as psychiatrists, social workers and nurses; families and carers; politicians; bureaucrats and administrators; the media; and local businesses. Local policy forums enable these groups to meet and work together on a regular basis to develop strategies to influence policy.

It is estimated that, in the first year of the programme alone, there were already around 400 direct beneficiaries from 17 events in 6 countries. Now, the local policy forums are developing national policy forums for their countries based on the principles of grassroots networking, bottom-up policy development and active service-user participation. While the desired long-term outcome of the programme is for users and NGOs to influence mental health policy at a local level, the immediate outcomes (at the end of 2004) were more specific:

• that users and NGOs form new, deeper and sustainable relationships with other stakeholders, especially bureaucrats, local politicians, administrators and the media;
• that local action is initiated by the forums to increase their voice in mental health policy through, for example, campaigns, lobbying, public relations;
• that the profile of users as active participants in the policy process is raised, for example in the media.

After December 2004, it was expected that:

• the programme would be independently evaluated and the lessons learned collated;
• a policy toolkit would be published to share new knowledge and case studies from the programme;
• if local people felt that the forums should continue, Hamlet would support groups to seek sustainable funding to enable them to do so.

**The Pandora Foundation in the Netherlands**

The Pandora Foundation was set up in 1964 to fight prejudice against former psychiatric patients. Now, 40 years later, over 100 volunteers and staff members
work to improve the social position of everyone who has or has had mental health problems (10). To improve the social position of people with mental problems and to contribute to a higher quality of care and assistance, the Pandora Foundation is active in a number of different areas, such as mental health care, the job market, social security and insurance. Pandora always thinks and acts from a client-centred perspective. It provides independent information and is in no way sponsored by the pharmaceutical industry.

**Activities**

The “Ever met a normal person?” workshops tackle important issues such as fighting stigma and improving the way in which people who have had mental health problems are treated, and make mental problems a topic of open discussion. These goals are achieved by “experts by experience”: people with first-hand experience of psychological or psychiatric problems provide the education. They bring to light the experiences, motivation and dilemmas of people with psychological and psychiatric problems. The educators provide general education to, among others: schools, (health care) educational facilities, buddy projects, client groups, women's groups, police and caregivers.

Being overworked or suffering from burnout or depression is a problem not only for the employee, but also for management and human resources personnel. “Sick leave due to mental problems” workshops for employers are held to clarify the position and the experiences of people with mental problems, and to stimulate dialogue between employees and management.

Thirty people – all of whom have had mental health problems themselves – provide support, information and advice by telephone to clients, their families and the general public.

“The constructive involvement of all actors, including persons with mental disabilities themselves, their families, politicians, the legal and medical professions and NGOs is vital. These actors are partners, not antagonists, and they all have a contribution to make.”

– Conclusion 13 from a seminar organized by the Commissioner for Human Rights of the Council of Europe, hosted by the WHO Regional Office for Europe in February 2003

**Stakeholder involvement**

A horizontal approach to mental health involves intergovernmental agencies, governments, policy-makers, the market and civil society, working towards a mutual goal in partnership and cooperation. Spreading the task of improving mental health through advocacy is easier than leaving it to a single sector of society, such as government.

Allowing service users and carers to be included as active partners in planning their own and their relatives’ mental health services and delivery would be a big
step forward towards more equal and fair communication between those who treat and those who receive treatment. Measures in this direction are already being implemented in Europe, fulfilling the user movement’s longstanding plea for more involvement in decision-making about matters concerning them.
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17. The economics of mental health in Europe

“Behind all the barriers to improving mental health lies the scarcity of resources. It is helpful to bring an economic perspective to the attempt to overcome these barriers.”

Facing the challenges

Society cannot afford not to invest in mental health. The economic costs to society of mental health problems are enormous, with one cautious estimate from the International Labour Organization putting them at 3–4% of gross national product in the Member States of the EU (1).

A growing number of national cost estimates is available, although making direct comparisons remains difficult since the methods used vary. Official estimates of the health care costs for all mental and behavioural disorders in Germany in 2002 totalled €22.44 billion, of which 62% were incurred by women. They included costs for depression of €4.025 billion, for schizophrenia and associated disorders of €2.756 billion, and for neurotic disorders, including stress, of €2.825 billion. The average cost per head of population was €270. Another recent study from England, which included the costs of lost productivity, estimated the total costs of adult depression in 2002 to be €15.46 billion or €309.2 per head of population; treatment accounted for only €636 million, the major part of costs resulting from lost employment because of absenteeism and premature mortality. Millions of working days are lost each year; for example, 31.9 million working days were lost in France in 2000 because of depression. A review of studies looking at the costs of schizophrenia, a condition affecting a much smaller absolute number of people than depression, confirms that these costs also remain substantial (2). Studies in Hungary and England both report that health and social care costs account for around one third of all costs, with the other two thirds due to lost employment. The economic impact of schizophrenia has been estimated by several studies in Belgium and the Netherlands to be equivalent to around 2% of all health care costs, but these estimates do not include lost productivity costs or other adverse economic consequences (3).
Other major costs are less well reported. The costs of reduced performance at work by people with untreated mental health problems such as depression may be five times as great as those for absenteeism (4). There are also long-term fiscal effects, as mental health problems are a leading cause of early retirement or receipt of a disability pension. Substantial costs for family carers may be overlooked: for schizophrenia alone, families may provide 6–9 hours per day of support, while for dementia and related disorders, the contributions of caregivers can make up more than 70% of total costs, with some carers providing support 24 hours a day. Some adverse impacts are difficult to value in monetary terms but add still further to the costs of mental health problems; for instance, the rate of marriage or cohabitation for people with psychoses is much lower than for the general population. The stigma associated with mental health disorders also increases discrimination in the labour market.

Thus, the economic costs of mental health problems are substantial. In contrast to the situation for other health issues, most of these economic costs are incurred outside the health care system. This can be well illustrated by the results of a study of childhood conduct disorder in England (Fig. 17.1), which shows that the health care system only accounts for 16% of costs, while other factors – such as the lost employment opportunities of parents, the need for special education, social care and household repairs – also contribute to costs. Typically, lost employment, absenteeism and sick leave, reduced performance at work, lost leisure opportunities and premature mortality account for 60–80% of all costs of major mental health problems.

**Fig. 17.1. Comprehensive costs of childhood conduct disorder in England**

- Benefits (15%)
- Health care (16%)
- Household repairs (5%)
- Social care (7%)
- Lost employment (26%)
- Special education (31%)

*Source: Knapp et al. (5).*
Contribution of economics

It is not, of course, enough to know that there are substantial costs associated with poor mental health or even that effective interventions are available to help promote and regain positive mental health and well-being. Since scarcity is a permanent and pervasive feature of all societies, the level of resources available for all health problems will never be enough to meet all needs. In the face of such scarcity, choices have to be made. By combining information on both the costs and the effectiveness of different policies and interventions, economic techniques such as cost–effectiveness or cost–benefit analyses can provide decision-makers with data that can inform and assist their decisions on how to make the best use of available resources to maximize benefits. This can be a powerful tool for strengthening the case for investment in mental health.

While the evidence base on the cost–effectiveness of interventions for mental health is growing, most studies have taken place in North America, western Europe or Australasia, and their results may not be relevant for other settings. A continuing challenge is to further improve the understanding of cost–effectiveness in other national contexts, especially in central and eastern Europe, taking account of local circumstances, available resources and system structures. Most cost–effectiveness studies have looked at pharmaceutical treatments, and much more can be done to evaluate other interventions, including those for the promotion of mental well-being. More cost-effective interventions may actually require more resources than existing services, and there may be issues of “silco budgeting” to overcome. This can occur where mental health services are funded by a number of different sectors, and when there are tensions and difficulties in agreeing a coordinated approach to funding proven cost-effective interventions. For instance, a highly cost-effective intervention may increase costs substantially in one sector (such as health) but may generate benefits and a reduction in costs in another sector (such as social care).

Addressing equity concerns

Decisions on how resources are allocated should never be made on the basis of cost–effectiveness alone. Tackling fundamental abuses of human rights is a vital part of the decision-making process, as is the importance of providing equal opportunity to access services on the basis of need. Even where services are available without financial barriers such as out-of-pocket payments, as many as two thirds of those who could benefit may not actually use them. This is partly due to the fear of stigmatization and discrimination that people experience when they are labelled as having mental health problems. Inequalities in health outcomes across populations may be another consideration, so it may be considered appropriate to target groups at high risk of developing mental health problems, even if this is less cost-effective than using interventions aimed at the whole population. Such groups might include those living in poverty or in social isolation, refugees and ethnic minority populations.
Funding for mental health in Europe

Another challenge is to ensure that mental health receives a fair share of available health funding. The historically low level of funding for mental health in many European systems is inefficient, because of the substantial benefits that interventions would bring, and inequitable, given that mental health problems account for nearly 20% of all health problems in Europe.

The atlas of mental health resources (6) published by WHO in 2001 was the first attempt to systematically collect information on expenditure on mental health across the countries in the WHO European Region. Overall, only 23 of the 52 countries provided information, a primary reason for this being the fragmented structure of funding systems, especially where social insurance systems operate. Another complication is that many services are often provided outside the health care sector, and are subject to different funding structures. Combining data from the atlas with more recent work by the European Mental Health Economics Network (7), it has been possible to produce data on mental health expenditure in 28 countries. The figures range between just over 13% and less than 2% of total health expenditure, with only 4 countries allocating more than 10% of their health budgets to mental health, 16 spending 5–10%, and the remainder less than 5%. The lowest reported budgets, of less than 2%, are all found in the NIS, where mental health services have historically been a low priority.

Although the level of resources available for mental health through the publicly financed health budget varies considerably, methods of funding mental health care are broadly equitable, differing little from those for health care in general. They rely largely on taxation and social insurance, respecting the principles of solidarity and universality. Private insurance provides minimal coverage for services related to mental health, owing to the chronic nature and high cost of mental health treatments and interventions. Where treatments are covered, premiums are likely to be higher. However, the importance of private insurance is growing in many parts of the European Region, and a future challenge may be to ensure that, where countries shift towards more reliance on private insurance, mental health disorders are fully covered in the same way as other conditions.

Funding services for mental health outside the health sector

Many mental health services are funded and provided outside the health sector. Few countries provide a fully comprehensive range of services within the health care system. Increasingly, community-based services are being shifted out of health and into the social care sector, with potentially significant implications for both entitlement and access to services. In contrast to the universality and solidarity found in health care systems, access to services in social care systems may be restricted, subject perhaps to means testing, significant co-payments and/or other criteria such as assessment of disability. Here the challenge is to ensure that any
continuing shift of funding out of the health sector does not increase inequities in access to or provision of services.

Access to housing and long-term care services in particular are subject to means assessment. Thus, before qualifying for assistance, an individual’s (or, in some cases, family members’) ability to pay must first be assessed, and the person may be expected to contribute most of his or her own income, as well as run through any capital, savings and other assets, before finally becoming eligible for assistance. Out-of-pocket payments for non-health-sector services can form a very high proportion of total costs, affecting the ability to access services. Of the 15 Member States of the EU before May 2004, only Sweden currently appears to fund all social care services fully from taxation and assess only need, rather than income.

**Financial barriers to deinstitutionalization**

An issue of particular concern in some Member States in the WHO European Region, particularly the NIS, is the challenge of moving away from continued heavy reliance on institutional care, either in psychiatric hospitals or social care homes. Financial systems in many of these countries link funding directly to bed occupancy, allowing no flexibility for local planners to develop community-based alternative services. Even where deinstitutionalization is taking place, there remains a danger that funds will not be transferred to the provision of community-based services. Moreover, the economic climate in some countries has meant that there are perverse incentives for institutions to discharge their most costly individuals first, without transferring funds to community-based care, while retaining low-cost (and therefore the least appropriate) individuals to increase the level of resources available.

**Building solutions**

It is important to further strengthen the information base to record how mental health services are funded, better identify their costs and map their availability across Europe, in order to help decision-makers allocate resources and identify gaps in access to essential services. This should focus not only on health care systems, but also on other sectors such as social care. The increasing amount of information available on the cost–effectiveness of different interventions can be adapted and used in different national contexts, taking account of organizational structures, levels of income and costs of health care interventions.

The European Mental Health Economics Network (7) is collecting data on both the financing and the availability of services across different sectors, analysing the links between employment and mental health, and the cost–effectiveness of mental health promotion and employment interventions across 31 countries. The aim is to build local expertise to tackle the many challenges facing mental health systems and to examine how economic incentives may be used to encourage the
shift away from institutions and towards appropriately resourced community-based services. This may help facilitate greater use of mental health economics in the decision-making process.

Elsewhere, the WHO-CHOICE (CHOosing Interventions that are Cost Effective) programme (8) has put together a database on the cost–effectiveness of many interventions for mental health in the European Region. While not available for individual countries, the information is provided for three subregions in a transparent manner so that data can potentially be adapted to take account of local costs and the availability of resources. The database already provides evidence that cost-effective treatments are available for all of the European Region, even where resources for health are very limited (9). This is so even without taking account of the additional benefits of reducing productivity losses and limiting other adverse consequences of mental health problems.

Financial incentives and other mechanisms are also available to improve the allocation of resources to mental health within systems. The closure of long-stay institutions and social care homes can be encouraged by changing financing incentives in systems so that funding follows an individual, regardless of where he or she receives services. Such a change requires political will. It is also necessary in any transitional period to provide funding both for new community-based services and for existing institutions until they are phased out.

Where information is available on the level of psychiatric need within countries – for instance through regular surveys of psychiatric morbidity – it can be used in allocating resources from central to local level. This is the case in England, where local purchasers receive a share of the national health budget, based not only on the age and gender composition of the local population but also on an additional measure of mental health need. This takes account of psychiatric morbidity, as well as the state of housing and level of poverty in a locality. Although these funds are not strictly protected, local service planners have to make available services that meet the needs of the National Service Framework for Mental Health, which ensures that resources are targeted to mental health.

One way of facilitating the equitable use of funds to meet needs, particularly within the community, is by providing so-called direct payments to those with mental health problems, empowering them to purchase the services that best meet their needs. This system has been introduced as an option in some countries such as the Netherlands and the United Kingdom and, while it has not yet been fully evaluated, it is likely to avoid the problems of coordinating funding of services across different sectors, since payments can be used to purchase services in any sector.

Most fundamentally, however, mental health economists need to work with other stakeholders to convey to decision-makers the message that economics can be used as a powerful tool to objectively strengthen the case for investing in mental health and, furthermore, that economic analysis can also contribute much
to discussions on the way financial incentives can be used to promote reform. Equally, there is a need for economists and others to be more responsive to the needs of policy-makers and undertake research that can answer fundamental policy questions.
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18. Mental health information and research

“Good information is a prerequisite to good decisions.”
– Mental health Global Action Programme (1)

Facing the challenges

Information systems
Mental health is poorly covered by existing health monitoring systems. Many international and national health information systems collect data related primarily to disease. A complete picture of a population’s mental health also requires data on the social, cultural, demographic and economic determinants of mental health, as well as on the infrastructure and activities for promotion and prevention. These data are hardly ever available. Furthermore, data on resources for mental health, both within and outside the health sector, are generally not available.

Internationally agreed measures of the mental health of populations (mental health indicators) are often inadequate or unavailable, and lack relevance to policy. One of the major challenges is the fact that the necessary data on mental health indicators are often missing or are not comparable between or even within countries. Major coordination efforts are needed to harmonize existing national and international mental health indicators.

Insufficient and poorly coordinated mental health information limits the effective evidence-based development, delivery and monitoring of mental health strategies and interventions. The information currently available does not assist in the adequate planning of policies and services for the promotion of mental health and prevention, treatment and rehabilitation for mental ill health. The lack of data compromises needs-assessed distribution of resources and generates gaps in services.

Research
European mental health research lacks an international strategy. A common research policy on mental health is needed for the effective management of resources and to support informed evidence-based policy decisions across the European Region. However, research has to be closely linked to the information needs of
policy-makers and practice. The consequence of the lack of relevant research is a lack of effective policy.

Most existing evidence is in the field of treatment of mental disorders. An international register based in Europe has identified 19 000 controlled prospective trials on mental health treatment interventions (2). However, the existing knowledge base is not always translated into practice. Use of ineffective or even harmful interventions continues, while policy-makers and mental health services may not adopt new evidence-based effective treatments.

Long-term follow-up studies of effectiveness are generally lacking. Many of the existing studies are exploratory trials performed in controlled conditions and thus cannot be generalized to the "real world".

Many plausible policy interventions may be expected to affect mental health directly or indirectly, but apparently lack strong evidence of effectiveness. Research is needed into links between a population’s mental health and public social and economic policies. Policy analyses and mental health impact assessments of public policies are largely lacking (3).

There is good evidence for some policy-level interventions and service programmes, such as deinstitutionalization, but not for others. The evidence base for some mental health strategies, programmes and policy actions is limited due to a lack of evaluative research. Primary economic data on the relative costs and benefits of mental health promotion interventions, as on many other areas of promotion, are sparse (4).

In spite of rapid development, the evidence base on preventive activities is still small and needs to be expanded. However, the evidence is sufficient to support preventive actions at different levels and for different target groups in areas such as substance misuse and suicide. Virtually no European studies exist on the cost–effectiveness of preventive measures (5).

**Building solutions**

The Mental Health Declaration and Action Plan for Europe highlight the commitment of WHO’s European Member States to identifying and developing information and research that will help in the planning of policies and interventions.

The European research community needs to collaborate to lay the foundations of evidence-based mental health work. Major research tasks include analysing mental health policy and the mental health impact of other policies, evaluating promotion activities, strengthening the evidence base for preventive programmes and stimulating research on mental health economics. Collaboration and partnerships between research, policy and practice need to be facilitated to bridge the knowledge gap between research and practice. Sustainable partnerships should be established to implement and evaluate new or existing interventions.
Evaluative research on mental health promotion needs to be initiated to fill the current gap in the evidence base. The limited amount of evidence in this field is due to the methodological difficulties associated with this type of research. Efforts should be made to apply evaluative research to shifts in any policy that may affect mental health, such as housing or employment policy initiatives. Longitudinal observational studies can play a valuable role in informing mental health policy by providing mental health monitoring data. Research-based opportunities for estimating the health effects of non-health sector policies need to be promoted, as non-health policies clearly have the potential to promote mental health (3).

Mental health research in the field of prevention needs to be strengthened (5) and European research collaboration needs to be expanded in this area. This should include networking between European WHO collaborating centres and other centres with research activities in the field of prevention.

Priorities for prevention research include expansion of the knowledge base on effective prevention across countries and cultures. Special attention should be paid to expanding knowledge about the robustness and cultural sensitivity of the outcomes of programmes and policies, by performing multisite and replication studies. Longitudinal studies are needed to test the long-term impact of early preventive interventions. Research is needed that facilitates the development of preventive programmes that reach populations at risk. Research is also needed on the implications for effective preventive programmes and policies of the interrelatedness of many mental, physical and social health problems. Studies should strive to identify predictors of effect (5).

To build a strong case for making investments in mental health, data on relative cost–benefit and cost–effectiveness are needed. Some data exist on the cost–effectiveness of service models and treatments, but the economic evidence base for actions in the fields of promotion and prevention is more limited. Important areas for future economic research should include evaluation of the cost–effectiveness of mental health promotion strategies in a variety of settings, including the workplace and the school. This research should include the broad economic impact of maintaining good mental health through increases in productivity in the labour force, long-term benefits through better educational performance, and assessment of the resource implications of such policies for health and other sectors such as social care.

Some issues are unique to individual countries or population groups. New research must therefore sometimes be commissioned on specific national or local questions and service evaluations.

Information systems

Information systems need to be tailored to provide relevant and important data on mental health. The information required for national and local objectives
should be identified and matched with data already collected. New mental health indicators need to be developed for information not yet available on the determinants and epidemiology of mental health and for the design and delivery of services. Developing indicators to measure positive mental health and determinants of mental health will be a priority. Research should be commissioned to construct and validate missing indicators (6).

Two types of data are needed for monitoring mental health: routine statistics and health survey data. Efforts should be made to include mental health indicators in all health surveys.

Data collection needs to be standardized within the European Region to enhance the comparability of mental health information. Common views need to be developed among stakeholders and international organizations on standards that are sensitive to cultural and economic contexts but relevant across the Region. Building a Region-wide system of comparable data collection and analysis will allow international benchmarking. A comprehensive review of relevant mental health indicators (7) has identified a minimum European data set. Data should be collected on a repeated basis to allow the monitoring of trends and developments.

Existing European databases on good practices and the effectiveness of mental health interventions need to be maintained and effectively disseminated. Examples include the work of the WHO Health Evidence Network (8), the IMHPA database on promotion and prevention in mental health (9) and the PsiiTri database on treatment effectiveness trials (10), maintained by the Finnish National Research and Development Centre for Welfare and Health (STAKES). The European Mental Health Economics Network (11) exchanges information and shares evidence on the cost–effectiveness of strategies and interventions. Optimum use can be made of scarce resources by finding and using international knowledge where appropriate.

Rational and effective use of resources should be supported by international evidence-based guidelines to improve the implementation and effectiveness of prevention programmes and policies, and treatment practice. Care should be taken not to duplicate existing efforts to pool and disseminate evidence, such as the Cochrane Collaboration.

Comprehensive metadata on mental health infrastructures at regional, national and European level, along with definitions of mental health indicators, need to be collected and made easily available.

**An example**

The IMHPA project, supported by the European Commission, is a good example of a combination of policy-relevant priority setting and dissemination of evidence-based knowledge (see also p. 55). This multinational project, coordinated by the University of Nijmegen in the Netherlands, is creating a European policy
action plan for prevention and promotion in mental health (12) and compiling a web-based register of evidence-based interventions within mental health promotion and prevention. The project’s national counterparts are building country coalitions to support the dissemination and implementation of IMHPA measures at the national level.
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19. The way forward

The challenges have been accepted, the solutions endorsed. The task of the mental health programme at the WHO Regional Office for Europe now is to assist countries to implement the Declaration and the Action Plan, as mandated at the Ministerial Conference in Helsinki.

The priorities for the programme’s work between 2005 and 2010 are stated in the Declaration. All its activities in the European Region will respect and promote the values of equality, fairness and solidarity, in line with the WHO Constitution and its policy for health for all. On the basis of these values, countries will strive:

- to offer all citizens equal opportunities for well-being, information and choice of services, access to good-quality care and integration into society;
- to give special attention to those with greatest needs, including groups at risk and people with severe mental health problems, and to offer resources proportionate to needs; and
- to encourage individuals, groups and countries to support each other and share knowledge, expertise and resources.

The mental health programme will base all its work on the following principles; all its activities will be:

- driven by the needs and experiences of people, communities and society;
- based on the best evidence, including both scientific evaluation and local experience; and
- sensitive to local cultures and resources, and respectful of diversity.

European mental health programme

Within this context, the mental health programme will implement a programme with four core objectives and related indicators (Table 19.1), incorporating the responsibilities adopted by the Member States and the Regional Office.

Partnerships

The scope of these four core objectives is broad and the level of expertise required is high. To make the most efficient use of the resources available and to achieve the greatest impact, partnerships will be stimulated across the European Region
### Table 19.1. Four core objectives and indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reducing stigma, promoting mental well-being and preventing mental health</td>
<td>Coordination, implementation and dissemination of effective activities against stigma and discrimination across the European Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>problems</td>
<td>Design of programmes to promote mental well-being in schools and workplaces and dissemination and implementation of model programmes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scrutiny of the mental health impact of public policy in countries in the European Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Publication of evidence on effective strategies to prevent mental health problems and suicide that will be incorporated in national policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementing policy and services delivered by a competent workforce</td>
<td>Design of policies that will deliver community-based services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Development of specialist services for the problems facing young and older people, and gender-specific issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Creation of service networks and pathways involving primary care and social services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Design of services that improve the recovery of people in marginalized and vulnerable groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identification of disincentives that hinder joint work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support to policies that stimulate partnership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Analysis of parity status of mental health in health systems and funding across the Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Building of a sufficient and competent mental health workforce across the Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generating and disseminating information and research</td>
<td>A set of indicators measuring the determinants and epidemiology of mental health and the status of implementation and delivery of services, developed by WHO and partner organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>An effective system for the dissemination of information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advocating user empowerment and human rights</td>
<td>Ending of inhumane and degrading treatment and care, and enactment of legislation on human rights and mental health across the Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increase in the level of education and employment opportunities of people with mental health problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increase in active grass-roots NGOs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Representation of service users and carers on groups responsible for the planning, delivery, monitoring and inspection of mental health activities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
among credible and respected organizations and individuals. The Regional Office has asked WHO collaborating centres to take responsibility for the coordination of some work areas. NGOs will be involved in their fields of experience and interest. The European Commission and the Council of Europe will be partners in activities of joint interest, and the technical expertise and networks of WHO headquarters will be utilized.

Local implementation in Member States
Impact at the country level will determine the effectiveness of the mental health programme. Member States need to be involved in and the owners of activities, from planning through implementation to evaluation.

The mental health programme proposes two approaches. First, each Member State will be asked to nominate a national counterpart, who will be asked to identify lead contacts representing expertise in the country. WHO will invite the counterparts to meetings to agree on priorities and to present findings and progress in their countries. According to the subject, some meetings will focus on a selection of Member States.

Second, the mental health programme will inform the WHO country offices in the Region of progress in the activities relevant to their countries. Liaison officers will be asked to communicate with their local networks about needs for information and the feasibility of implementation. The Declaration and Action Plan will shape the content of country programmes, and targets will be set to determine the progress of their delivery.

WHO headquarters
WHO headquarters has been a major source of comparative research on policies and services in Member States, developing modules of good practice in a range of important areas and supporting countries in the design of policies. It also provides expertise in health economics and health systems. The Regional Office is committed to intensifying its partnership with headquarters in these areas, including the funding of joint projects and sharing of staff. Headquarters will be closely involved in many work areas, leading some and contributing to others. Duplication of work and inefficiencies will be avoided.

European Commission and Council of Europe
The Ministerial Conference was organized in partnership with the European Commission and the Council of Europe, which committed themselves to the parts of the Declaration and the Action Plan within their competences. The organizations share many objectives with WHO. The European Commission is active in mental health promotion, the prevention of mental health problems including suicide, and the collections and dissemination of information on mental health. The Council of Europe plays a very active role in supporting
human rights, combating stigma and discrimination and promoting good mental health legislation. The Member States of all three organizations overlap, and have expressed a desire for them to work in partnership.

The Regional Office will explore opportunities to develop joint programmes with these organizations in their respective areas of expertise and responsibility.

**Collaborating centres and NGOs**

Action across the 12 areas of work specified in the Declaration and the Action Plan will achieve the 4 core objectives. In each area, WHO and countries will take action forward in partnership with collaborating centres, NGOs with a track record in the area or experts from across the Region.

The coordination and management of some areas of work will be the responsibility of a lead collaborating centre, accountable to the Regional Office. For each area of work, WHO and the centre will agree on a partnership work plan that is based on the actions specified in the Action Plan and covers objectives, budgets, targets and deliverables. The objectives of the areas of work will determine the actions to take, which will include meetings and publications.

Each lead collaborating centre is expected to contribute sufficient resources for the coordination of its programme. The Regional Office will call joint meetings with these centres twice yearly to coordinate activities and communicate key findings relevant across a range of areas of work. Table 19.2 lists the areas of work, the coordinating institutions and some agreed activities.

Empowering service users and carers is another important area for action. The mental health programme is establishing a partnership with users’ and carers’ NGOs across the Region, supported by the Regional Office and donors.

**Conclusion**

The WHO Regional Office for Europe has proposed an ambitious implementation programme that has the potential to effect change in all the priority areas covered by the Declaration. It will design a model of mental health activities – incorporating promotion, prevention, treatment, care and social inclusion – that will have at its heart the quality of life and functioning of the population, groups at risk and people with mental health problems.

The impact of this programme will be evaluated, and reported to Member States around 2010. Mental health in the WHO European Region is now everyone’s business, and the success and impact of the Declaration and the Action Plan will be everyone’s responsibility.
### Table 19.2. Areas of work in the Declaration and Action Plan, coordinating institutions and activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Areas of work</th>
<th>Coordinating institutions and activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Promoting mental well-being for all</td>
<td>National Research and Development Centre for Welfare and Health (STAKES), Finland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Demonstrating the centrality of mental health</td>
<td>The mental health programme at the WHO Regional Office for Europe in partnership with national counterparts: monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Tackling stigma and discrimination</td>
<td>Scottish Health Office, United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Promoting activities sensitive to vulnerable life stages</td>
<td>WHO European mental health programme, with WHO headquarters:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• developing modules for young and older people for dissemination to Member States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• encouraging the development of specialist services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Preventing mental health problems including suicide</td>
<td>Karolinska Institute, Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Ensuring access to good primary care</td>
<td>Trieste mental health service, supported by the regional government, Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Offering effective care in community-based services</td>
<td>WHO European mental health programme: directing activities in each area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Establishing partnerships across sectors</td>
<td>WHO Regional Office for Europe and WHO headquarters, with country offices: managing mental health policy, legislation and system design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Creating a sufficient and competent workforce</td>
<td>WHO Regional Office for Europe, in partnership with agencies across the Region, including NGOs such as the World Psychiatric Association and the European Union of Medical Specialists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Establishing good information</td>
<td>Trimbos Institute, the Netherlands, in partnership with the Regional Office and WHO headquarters (which is running several key projects such as the WHO Assessment instrument for Mental Health Systems (WHO-AIMS) and Project Atlas)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Providing fair and adequate funding</td>
<td>WHO Regional Office for Europe, with WHO headquarters: analysing funding allocation, equity and perverse incentives in systems across the Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Evaluating effectiveness and generating new evidence</td>
<td>Trimbos Institute, the Netherlands, on behalf of WHO: convening expert seminars and groups and disseminating the results</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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